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ABSTRACT
MoliSre's concept of language is studied 
primarily in reference to the epistomological cate­
gories defined by Michel Foucault. These are* 'res- 
semblance', in which language functions as sign, and 
which ends at the beginning of the seventeenth cen­
tury; 'representation', in which language functions 
as action, and which is proper to the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries; and 'signification', in which 
language functions as meaning, and which belongs to 
the modern period.
In his earliest farces, Moliere's concept 
of language conforms to the category of 'ressemblance' 
He gradually frees himself from this concept until, 
in Les Facheux, he arrives at that of language as 
'representation'. At this point, he is in general 
conformity to the dramatic and epistomological cur­
rents of his day.
Once he has mastered representative lan­
guage, Moliere soon realizes that its weakness lies 
.in its ambiguity. This is first brought out in the 
quarrel of L'Ecole des Femmes and is admitted by 
Moliere in the preface to the definitive Tartuffe.
He continues to dramatize the ambiguity of repre-
sentative language with two important resultsi he 
applies it to myth, thereby destroying the validity 
of myth. Next, he applies ambiguity to represen­
tative language itself; this destroys its validity 
as representation. In Les Fourberies de Scapin, the 
invalidity of representative language is dramatized.
Although language is colored by ambi­
guity, it still achieves some sort of communication! 
it must therefore possess some meaning beyond its 
verbal manifestation. This leads to the emphasis 
on language as 'signification' in Les Femmes savantes 
and ££ Malade imaginaire. In the latter play,
Moliere combines the salient aspects of 'ressem- 
blance', 'representation', and 'signification* to 
create a play unique to his time and indicative of 
the potential of the comic theatre as well as of 
language.
By evolving from a position of 'ressem- 
blance' through one of 'representation' to 'signi­
fication', Moli£re precedes, then coincides with, 
then surpasses the intellectual and esthetic cur­
rents of his time. He thus projects his theatre 
into a realm of meaning that will remain latent 
until two centuries have passed.
v
CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM OF LANGUAGE
When one thinks of seventeenth-century 
France's concern with language, one normally considers 
linguistic reforms and the foundation of the modern 
French language. Malherbe's treatment of poetry and 
language, Richelieu's establishment of the AcadSmie 
FranQaise, Guez de Balzac's prose, the various dic­
tionaries and grammars produced during the centuryi 
generally speaking, the historical import of these 
events is interpreted in their relationship to the 
stabilizing and codifying of the French language. We 
are accustomed to seeing these reforms as important 
causes behind the greatest literary manifestations 
of the age, such as Racine's verse or Mme de Lafa­
yette's prose.
At the same time, however, seventeenth-
century France provides the background for modern lin-
1guistic science and modern philosophies of language, 
lit is Descartes who first re-defines language) for 
him, it is the mark of humanity and a powerful creative 
force. In giving it this value, he removes another 
value attributed to it by previous ages. He sepa­
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rates it from 'truth*; what is true, according to Des 
cartes, is that which is perceived as clearly and dis 
tinctly so. Language is 'truth' insofar as it mani­
fests the 'trueness* of a human being; apart from 
this function, it is subordinate to the truth of per­
ception. Previous ages had conceived of language as 
a sign of the truth of its content; with Descartes, 
language becomes an arbitrary appendage to its con­
tent.
With the Grammaire de Port Royal, the 
possibilities of Cartesian linguistics are realized 
further; the word is divided into two elements, 
'signifiant* and 'signifiS'. A word is an indi­
cator of something else and of itself; it can be 
analyzed and studied under either aspect. This bi­
nary division of language is the basis for much of 
modern linguistic science as well as for many modern 
philosophies of language.
The eighteenth-century seems more con­
cerned with disproving certain aspects of Cartesian 
linguistics than with developing a science of lan­
guage; mechanists such as La Mettrie attempted to 
show that the creative aspect of language could be 
explained by mechanistic means, so that man would 
lose his mark of distinction and become 1 'Homme 
machine, as other animals were 'machines' in Des-
carte*s physiology.
It is in the nineteenth century that Ro­
mance Philology developsj language is studied as a 
historical and, later, as an evolutionary phenomenon. 
The Neo-grammarians, influenced by mechanism as well 
as by evolution, attempt to set forth 'laws* of pho­
netic change that, once completely understood, would 
explain all changes in any given language. With 
Saussure, there is a delineation of two directions 
in language studyi diachronic linguistics, or the 
study of a given language as it develops in time, and 
synchronic linguistics, or the study of a given lan­
guage at a given time. Saussure also expands the 
binary aspect of language into 'langue* and 'parole'; 
'langue' being the system of a language as presented 
in its grammar, with 'parole' as the oral, changing, 
creative language. In our day, 'langue' and 'parole' 
have evolved, with Chomsky, into 'competence' and 
'performance'. The competence of any language is 
the infinite possibility inherent in that language; 
its performance is in the finite manifestations of 
individual speakers. The infinite 'competence' 
generates finite 'performance', hence the appel­
lation 'generative grammar* for Chomsky's work.
There is, according to Chomsky, a rational basis 
for all languages, a rational perspective on exis-
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tence that differs only in the manifestations of dif­
ferent languages.
A divergent view of language is found in 
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. According to this hypo­
thesis, different languages reflect different con­
cepts of existence and can even structure the speak­
er's perspective on experience. Time, space, and 
other concepts are expressed differently in diffe­
rent grammars (possibly even in different dialects 
and idiolects of the same language). According to 
Whorf, each language possesses its own system of 
logic which, if isolated from the language, would 
reveal a perspective on existence and experience ra­
dically different from our own or from any other.
Besides modern linguistic science, modern 
philosophies of language also appear to have their 
origin in Cartesian linguistics. Cassirer (in his 
Language and Myth) studies the creative aspect of 
language in reference to mythology. Language pos­
sesses the power of metaphor and of logic; metaphor
expands into myth, and thence into art; logic expands
2into reason and thence into science.
Kenneth Burke explores the creative pos­
sibilities of language in another direction. His 
view of language ('dramatism') emphasizes the func­
tion of language as a manifestation of humanity. He 
sees man as the symbol-using animal, and language as
the ultimat symbol used by man. Man is the inventor 
of the negative; there are no 'negatives' in nature, 
but language carries within itself the power of ne­
gation, which is the basis of human moral systems 
(the "Thou shalt not" syndrome). Man is the inven­
tor of tools, and language is the most useful of these 
tools; as tools separate man from his natural envi­
ronment, so does language separate him from the realm 
of natural, animal action. Man is 'moved by the sense 
of order', and language structures the world for its 
speaker. Man is a perfectionist, and language pos­
sesses the principle of perfection in its naming and 
defining functions (as well as the idea of perfection 
found in prescriptive grammars).
Merleau-Ponty treats the creative aspect 
of language as a psycho-philosophical phenomenon.
He goes as far as to replace thought by speech; what 
we normally call 'thought' is redefined as 'parole 
originaire't 'parole secondaire* refers, generally, 
to what we call speech. He sees language as "ob­
lique and autonomous; it expresses as much by what 
is between words as by the words themselves."1̂ This 
obliqueness of language, which refers to what will be 
called 'language as signification', had been stated 
earlier by Freud and at least suggested by Sade.-' 
Language possesses a 'hidden meaning'; what we say 
may mean a great deal more than the words themselves.
Since MoliSre lived in a century in which 
the bases for modern language theories were deve­
loped, his work should undoubtedly reflect certain 
contemporary trends. Before attempting to determine 
to what extent this is true, it seems useful to sum­
marize very generally the different interpretations 
of his work since his day. His contemporaries seem 
to have regarded him as the most outstanding comic 
actor, director and dramatist of his day, with a vocal 
minority considering him a menace to public morals.
The eighteenth century saw him as a precursor of the 
'philosophes', an 'honnete homme* who subscribed to 
the highest values of civilization and promulgated 
these in his plays. The nineteenth century inter­
preted him, on one hand, as an example of Boileau's 
esthetic doctrine and, on the other hand, as now a 
defender and now an opponent of bourgeois morality.
The first half of the twentieth century carried over 
eighteenth and nineteenth-century approaches while 
introducing that of metaphysical comedy.^ Since 
about the middle of the twentieth century, research 
has been based primarily on MoliSre as actor and dra­
matist, from which base esthetic and other conceptual 
elements have been derived. The emphasis of the present 
study is in line with the last mentioned, as it focuses 
on the plays themselves as chief sources of informa­
tion. Secondary sources, of course, are also uti­
lized. Three of these are of particular impor­
tance in that they deal with the role of language in 
classical dramatic theory, Moli&re's own use of lan­
guage, and the changing concepts of language through 
time.
The first of these is Jacques Scherer's 
La Dramaturgie classique en France,? especially 
those chapters dealing with the various forms of 
dramatic action. Scherer considers both theory and 
practice in writing about the various aspects of 
the classical theatre. Although he treats of no one 
dramatist in particular, he does use examples from 
many, including Moli&re.
Scherer enumerates, defines and illus­
trates the various kinds of dramatic diction (ti­
rade, rScits, monologues, etc.). It is felt that 
a repetition of these is unnecessary here. However, 
Scherer does bring to light several points that ap­
pear to be of particular interest to this study. In 
speaking of the tirade, he tells us that it is neces­
sary to the seventeenth-century concept of the the­
atre j that it is used by MoliSre as well as by the 
other dramatists (p. 225)s that this omnipresence of 
the tirade reveals the primarily discursive nature of 
the theatre, in which, according to d'Aubignac, "par-
Oler, c*est agir" (p. 226). MoliSre does criticize 
the tirade, although admitting its effectiveness (pp. 
227-228).
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The development of stichomythia into 'rl- 
pltition molilresque' also bears mentioning. Sticho­
mythia originally referred to "un dialogue oil chaque 
rlplique s'ltend seulement sur un vers et s'oppose & 
la parole de l'interlocuteur" (p. 302). It is empha­
sized that "chaque rlplique emplit exactement un vers, 
ni plus ni moins" (p. 303)• However, stichomythia 
evolves to a point at which it becomes "un dialogue 
trls rapide et trls coupl," in which the rejoinders 
are considerably less than one verse in length (p. 306). 
The *rlpltition molilresque* refers to a "sticho- 
mythie o?l les personnages expriment exactement les 
memes idles et les memes sentiments en n'employant 
jamais les memes mots" (p. 350). The name *rlpl- 
tition molilresque* comes from Molilre's frequent 
use of this type of repetition. Scherer also points 
out that "le succls de la rlpltition molilresque, du 
& sa valeur musicale, 8. sa souplesse, et au paralll- 
lisme de situations qu*elle souligne adroitement, 
n'est nullement limit! au domaine de la comldie"
(p. 356).
A final quotation from Scherer comes under
the chapter "Les Bienslances" and the sub-chapter
"Les idles et les mots"i
"....la vraisemblance est une exigence intellectuelle* elle de- 
mande une certaine collision entre les 
lllments de la pilce de thlfitre, elle 
proscrit l'absurde et 1 *arbitraire, 
ou du moins ce que le public consi-
9
d$re comme tel. La biensSance 
est une exigence moralei elle de- 
mande que la pi&ce de thS&tre 
ne choque pas les go(lts, les 
id§es morales, ou, si l'on veut, 
les prSjugSs du public" (p. 383).
This passage indicates that the words (and 
undoubtedly the other theatrical elements as well) 
should not conflict with the intellectual and moral 
ideas of the spectators. The spectators may thus be 
said to provide a moral and intellectual standard 
within which a play must be interpretable. Should a 
playwright's own moral and intellectual ideas differ 
from those of the spectator, he must necessarily si­
lence the former and subscribe, on stage at leaast, 
to the latter.
These quotations from Scherer may serve to 
indicate a few aspects of the background necessary to 
this work. It appears that the problem of language was 
a very real one to the theoreticians of the seven­
teenth-century theatre, so much so that, at least for 
some, dramatic action and speech are seen as equiva­
lent one to the other. Moli&re himself used the same 
forms of dramatic language as his contemporaries, but, 
in at least one respect, developped it to a point well 
beyond its original manifestation. And, in at least 
one other instance, he criticized the tirade, which, 
according to Scherer, was of the essence of the classi­
cal concept of theatre. Finally, the language of the
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theatre, as well as its other dramatic elements, was 
to conform to (or at least was not to conflict with) 
the moral and intellectual standards of the specta­
tors.
The second document to be considered here 
is W. G. Moore's chapter on "Speech" in his Moli&ret 
A New Criticism.̂  The intent of the work is to pre­
sent Moliftre as a dramatist rather than as a mora­
list, philosopher, or anything else (p. 5). The chap­
ters of the book treat of the various aspects of Mo- 
liSre's dramatic art (Mime, Mask, Scene, etc.), of 
which speech is an evidently necessary one.
Moore indicates MoliSre's debt to the 
commedia dell'arte, in which speech was subordinate 
to gesture and improvised by the actors during the 
dramatic situation (p. 5^)• He points out the ad­
vantage of comedy over tragedy, in that the former 
was free "to use ordinary speech and gesture, and not 
trammelled by the tradition of stilted declamation 
against which MoliSre rebelled even in tragedy" (p. 53)• 
Even the language of the printed texts has been found 
to be "naturally suited to the gestures implied in 
the words", indicating "a singularly close alliance 
of word and gesture" (p. 5*0
In analyzing Moli&re's diction, Moore 
finds that it possesses "the dramatic quality par 
excellence, the quality of compressed and explosive
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life" (pp. 55- 56)i  this seems to derive from farce, 
whose purpose was "to shock and fascinate by the illu­
sion of life, to be alive, at the cost of crudity, in­
decency, unreality, improbability. The strain runs, 
refined and purified, through Moli$re*s whole work"
(p. 56).
Moore sees Moli8re*s comic characters in 
conflict with language* they lose the ability to ex­
press themselves in civilized speech and revert to 
incoherence or speechlesness, the mark of natural, 
animal man (p. 57)*
Language is basically communication* com­
munication requires a speaker, an utterance, and a 
hearer* any interference with this process of communi­
cation may produce a comic situation (p. 57)* Comic 
instances thus arise when something "is not heard, or 
not grasped, or misinterpreted" (p. 57)* Similarly, 
incomprehensibility (which arises when speech does 
not convey what the speaker wants it to) is comic (p, 58)* 
Incoherence, the inability to verbalize what one has 
in mind, is also comic* "MoliSre is alive to the comedy 
of the position of having to define the indefinable"
(p» 59)• Another type of comic speech is nonsense, 
usually based on professional jargon used out of con­
text (p. 62). Finally, dramatic irony, in which the 
user of language says one thing while believing he is 
saying something completely different, is used to per-
12
fection by Moli&re (pp. 6^-65).
Generalizing, Moore sees comedy as con­
sisting largely "of this use of language against the 
intention of the user but obeying the intention of the 
dramatist" (p. 65). Comedy brings to light a facet of 
human speech which is seldom exposed* "Comic drama 
elicits the utterance of what in most of us is buried, 
suppressed, unutterable" (p. 65). By exposing the ty­
ranny of social language, Moliere’s theatre provides 
a relief from the strain of convention, so that, in 
this respect, he "was the liberator of his age" (p. 65).
Besides this enumeration of the various
ways in which MoliSre uses speech for comic effect,
Moore also indicates a reference by Moli&re which seems
to reveal an awareness of the philosophical problems
of language. In the preface to Tartuffe, Moli&re
writes that "on doit discourir des choses et non pas
des mots...la plupart des contrariStSs viennent de ne
pas entendre et d'envelopper dans un meme mot des
choses opposees...il ne faut qu'oter le voile de
1'Squivoque." Moore goes ont
"This is not only a description 
of the accomplishment of his own 
dramatic irony* it is an admis­
sion that should be placed where 
I think it belongs, beside the 
argument of Pascal in the frag­
ment on L'Esprit GSomltrioue.
Both men discerned the fatal 
flaw in reasoning that origi­
nates in the fact that the same 
thing may be understood in dif-
ferent ways. Language as 
disguise* Moliere could 
not remain blind to this 
while he unmasked so many 
social disguises. Does not 
'la devotion * in his play mean 
different things to different 
people? What was a libertin?
Cllanjbe complains that 'c'est 
etre libertin que d'avoir de 
bons yeux'. It is all a ques­
tion of what you mean. What 
you intend to say and what you 
do say are often quite diffe­
rent. In speech as in act there
may rise to the surface with or 
without our knowledge fragments 
of the subterranean world in 
every man" (pp. 66-67).
For Moore, then, it appears that the phi­
losophical problem of language, as seen by MoliSre,
is its ambiguity, If words can be defined in diffe­
rent ways, communication becomes difficult and some­
times impossible. This ambiguity may be success­
fully used in a dramatic situation (it corresponds 
to Moore's definition of dramatic irony)* however, 
outside the theatrical environment, it may lead to 
serious misunderstandings. And, in the play under 
consideration, it is noteworthy that the ambiguity 
derives from differing interpretations of the play's 
significance.
The third work to be considered is Michel
Foucault's Les Mots et les Choses* une archSologie
1 1des sciences humaines. x Foucault's purpose is to 
study the development of the basic principles deter­
mining Western systems of knowledge, concentrating
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on the changing concepts of language, which he finds 
related to changes in economic and scientific systems.
Beginning with the sixteenth century and con­
tinuing until modern times, Foucault finds two radical 
breaks in western epistomologyi the first, at the be­
ginning of the seventeenth century; the second, at the 
beginning of the nineteenth (p. 13)*
Sixteenth-century knowledge is based on the 
principle of 'ressemblance' (p. 44)| that of the clas­
sical period is based on 'reprSsentation' (p. 14); and 
that of modern times on 'signification' (p. 14).
In the sixteenth century, the world is com­
posed of signs; objects and words are both signs which 
conceal an interior reality which can be known by who­
ever can decipher can decipher the signs (p. 48). Lan­
guage is one of the 'figures du monde', as are objects; 
all of these 'figures du monde' are enigmatic in that 
they contain a secret to be uncovered (p. 49). Every­
thing that exists is a sign; indeed, words and objects 
are inseparable; "les choses elles-memes cachent et 
manifestent leur Snigme comme un langage.....les mots 
se proposent aux hommes comme des choset & dSchif- 
frer" (p. 50)•
Language is meant to be written rather than 
spoken, for "ce que Dieu a dSposS dans le monde, ce 
sont des mots Scrits" (p. 53)• From this sacred na­
ture of the written word there derives a "non-dis-
15
tinction entre ce qu'on voit et ce qu*on lit," as 
well as the importance of commentary (p. 5k).
The object of knowledge becomes primarily 
a linguistic one. "Savoir consiste done & rapporter 
du langage 8. du langage. A restituer la grande plaine 
uniforme des mots et des choses. A tout faire par- 
ler" (p. 55).
To illustrate this interaction of word and 
object, Foucault uses the example of a "couche uni­
forme oft s'entrecroisaient indftfiniment le vu et le 
lu, le visible et l'ftnonqable" (p. 58). This struc­
ture, however, disappears in the seventeenth cen- 
turyj it becomes binary; word and object are sepa­
rated into 'signifiant' and 'signifift' (p. 57).
"Cette nouvelle disposition en- 
tralne 1'apparition d'un nou­
veau problems, jusque-lft in- 
connui en effet on s'fttait deman- 
dft comment reconnattre qu'un 
signe disignait bien ce qu'il 
signifiait; 8 partir du XVIIe 
siecle on se demandera com­
ment un signe peut fttre lift 
8 ce qu*il signifie. Ques­
tion I laquelle l'8ge clas- 
sique rftpondra par 1'analyse 
de la reprftsentation; et a 
laquelle la pensfte moderne 
rftpondra par 1'analyse du sens 
et de la signification" (p. 58)•
One result of this new perspective is that 
language becomes an object of representation and, in 
the nineteenth century, one of signification. "Les 
choses et les mots vont se sftparer. L*oeil sera des-
16
■ftinS 8 voir, et 8 voir seulementi l'oreille 8 seu- 
lement entendre. Le discours aura bien pour tache 
de dire ce qui est, mais il ne sera rien de plus 
que ce qu'il ditM (p. 58)*
The separation of word and object produces 
what Foucault calls "les idoles de la tribu, fic- 
tons spontanSes de l'esprit" (p, 66). That is, what 
one sees is taken as reality on the popular level, 
rather than as sign. Likewise, the "idoles du forum" 
developi "un seul et meme nom s'applique indiffl- 
remment 8 des choses qui ne sont pas de meme nature" 
(p. 66). The separation of word and object has pro­
duced confusion and therefore a new perspective on 
both the popular and the learned levels.
Language is no longer a "figure du monde", 
a form or a mark of truth. "La vSritS trouve sa ma­
nifestation et son signe dans la perception Svidente 
et distincte." Language may or may not be capable 
of translation this truthj in any case, it has no 
necessary relationship to it. "Le langage se retire 
du milieu des etres pour entrer dans son age de 
transparence et de neutralitS" (p. 70). "Au seuil 
de l'age classique, le signe cesse d'etre une figure 
du mondej et il cesse d'etre liS 8 ce qu'il marque 
par des liens solides et secrets de la ressemblance 
ou de 1 'affinite" (p. 72).
The sixteenth century had postulated a
"texte primitif", a universal and absolute language 
of truth beneath the universe of signs. The clas­
sical period a 'langage arbitraire' whose function 
is analytical and critical, a language that repre­
sents, that is 'bien faite', that is "rlellement la 
langue des calculs." This arbitrary language should 
become "un systSme de symboles artificiels et d'ope­
ration de nature logique" (pp. 76-77).
As there is no necessary relationship be­
tween the sign and its content, the sign is re-defined 
as that which represents* the sign is both "indication 
et apparaitre", it refers to something other than it­
self and it manifests itself. The sign, then, "c'est 
la representativit§ de la representation en tant qu'elle 
est repr§sentable" (pp. 77-78).
The representation in question is that of 
"la pensSe tout entiSre" (p. 79)* language, as a sign 
system, should and can "reprSsenter la pensle" in the 
sense that "la pensSe se reprSsente elle-meme" (p. 92). 
Language and thought are therefore quite close, al­
though they do not coincide. "Le langage classique 
est beaucoup plus proche qu'on ne croit de la pensile 
qu'il est chargS de manifester* mais il ne lui est 
pas parallSle* il est pris dans son rSseau et tissS 
dans la trame mSme qu'elle dSroule. Non pas effet 
extlrieur de la pensSe, mais pensile elle-m§me"
(pp. 92-93). In manifesting thought, language itself
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becomes a form of thought. The value of language is 
then that of representation! this verbal representa­
tion becomes 'discours*, replacing the ’Irudition* 
of the sicteenth century (p. 93)* This discourse is 
also studied in its capacity for representation rather 
than as a key to knowledge! the result is 'la critique'i 
sixteenth-century commentary is replaced by the criti­
cism of the classical period (pp. 93-9^). This latter 
remains necessarily ambiguous, for it is the repre­
sentation of a representation in terms of represen­
tation (p. 9*0* As it is of the same nature as that 
which it represents, it lacks the distance necessary 
for concrete judgment.
At this point, Foucault has mentioned the 
major differences between the sixteenth-century con­
cept of knowledge and that of the seventeenth cen­
tury. Sixteenth-century theories of knowledge are 
based on the idea of 'ressemblance'i there is a re­
semblance between sign and content, between word and 
object. All signs conceal truth and so present an 
enigma; the engima can be solved by the erudite, by 
those who study the signs and explain them through 
commentary. The most valid signs are the most an­
cient, for they are closer in time to the creation 
and so more likely to interpret the original truth.
The seventeenth century, on the other hand, sees no 
assured relationship between sign and content.
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Truth is found in that which is clear and distinct, 
rather than hidden in sign systems. Signs, and so 
language, are valuable in their capacity of repre­
senting. Language is to represent thought and, in 
so doing, becomes a form of thought. As representa­
tion, language is a discourse rather than erudition; 
the study of this discourse is a representation of 
a representation, a criticism instead of a commen­
tary.
Because of the importance of Foucault's 
work to this study, a few examples will be given to 
clarify the linguistic categories he considers.
Modern manifestations of 'ressemblance' 
can be seen in echoic words, such as French 'ton- 
nerre', English 'thunder* and 'bow'wow; these words 
supposedly resemble their content. In the custom of 
giving nicknames, 'ressemblance' is also used; names 
such as 'Shorty' and 'Red' should have some affinity 
with their bearers' appearance. And, of course, it 
is probable that most family names originated in like 
manner•
In the Middle Ages, 'ressemblance' might 
be manifested by an attempt to draw affinities between 
a person's name and his character. Saint Cecilia's 
name, for example, might be interpreted as coeli 
lilia. 'lily of heaven'; then again, by the same wri­
ter, as caecis via, 'the way for the b l i n d ' . i t  
would be impossible for the name to have both ori-
ginsi it was sufficient that it resembled certain 
aspects of that person*s life or character.
Examples of 'representation' can be found 
in modern computer languages; it is also evident in 
dialects of the same language, where one word may 
have two different meanings. For example, 'char* 
refers to a chariot in France, but to an automobile 
in French Canada and Louisiana, Likewise, modern 
slang offers many examples of arbitrary represen­
tation; the English word *pot', depending on who 
utters it, can have at least two radically diffe­
rent meanings.
Language as 'signification* refers to the 
possibility of language having a meaning beyond what 
ever its words represent. In historical linguistics 
a word has meaning in relationship to its 'histori­
city'; that is, its function as a product of a histo 
rical or evolutionary development. 'Signification* 
thus suggests that the meaning of words lies outside 
the words themselves. In psychoanalysis, that mean­
ing would lie in the subconscious; in other branches 
of study, it might lie in exterior causes, such as 
one's society, culture, or environment. Meaning 
may also lie in the different structures of dif­
ferent languages. Take, for example, the English 
or French sentence;
He puts the hat on the table#
II met le chapeau sur la table.
If either of these sentences were structurally out­
lined, the result might be something likei
pronoun - verb - article - noun object - 
- preposition - article - noun object
The corresponding sentence in Mandarin Chinese would
be i
Ta ba maudz fang dzai jwodz shang.
Its structural outline would probably be something 
like this*
pronoun - instrumental morpheme - noun - 
verb - directional morpheme - noun - 
spatial morpheme
If this sentence were rendered using English vocabu­
lary, the result would be similar to thisi
He taking hat put(s) at table upon. 
Although the sentences represent the same act, their 
different structures suggest a different meaning. A 
linguist might say, for example, that the French and 
English sentences emphasize causality where the Man­
darin sentence expresses a sequence of events.
From the three preceding works, a general 
picture of the role of language in the seventeenth 
century and in relationship to MoliSre may be drawn.
1. Language in the seventeenth 
century functions as repre­
sentation. It has no neces­
sary relationship or resem­
blance to its content. It 
means what it means because 
its speakers agree to this 
meaning.
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2. By representing itself, lan­
guage produces discourse and 
criticism. These replace the 
erudition and commentary of the 
pre-classical period.
3. The language of the theatre
is primarily discursive} it is 
seen by some as equivalent to 
dramatic action.
MoliSre's theatre has its roots 
in Italian farce, in which lan­
guage is subordinate to other 
dramatic elements (gesture, 
movement, costume, etc.).
5. MoliSre uses the same lin­
guistic devices as his con­
temporaries) however, he 
criticizes some of these while 
using them, and develops others 
to extents beyond his contem­
poraries.
6. Moli&re's most effective and 
original use of language is in 
the development of dramatic 
irony, which consists primarily 
of using language against the 
wishes of the comic character 
but in accordance with the in­
tentions of the playwright.
7. MoliSre seems aware of the phi­
losophical problems of lan­
guage. These derive princi­
pally from its ambiguity.
The above statements appear to reflect the 
most recent opinions on this aspect of Moli2re and the 
seventeenth century. However, they are incomplete in 
that they do not deal with the relationship of lan­
guage to the totality of Molifcre's work. That is 
therefore the purpose of the present study,
An analysis of Molifcre's plays, with par­
ticular attention to the categories of language out-
lined by M. Foucault, appears to reveal that the 
comic dramatist's concept of language is a dynamic, 
changing one. At the beginning of his career, he 
seems to have emphasized language chiefly in terms 
of 'ressemblance*. He then appears to have shifted 
the emphasis until he was in conformity to his time, 
using language primarily in its representative ca­
pacity. The possibilities of representative lan­
guage are exploited until, near the end of his life, 
Molifcre seems to have abandoned 'reprSsentation', 
replacing it with language as 'signification'. If 
this structure is accepted as valid, it would indi­
cate that Moli^re went well beyond the intellectual 
and dramatic limitations of his dayi such a perspec­
tive should provide a framework for further studies 
on the esthetic and philosophical dimensions of 
his theatre.
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CHAPTER II
LANGUAGE AS 'RESSEMBLANCE’i PROM FARCE TO FANTASY
In an epistomological system based on 
'ressemblance', language functions as the clearest 
of signs in a universe composed of signs. All signs 
indicate a higher reality which can be determined 
by the erudite, those whose profession it is to de­
cipher the enigma of existence. On the popular level, 
however, the interpretation of signs must necessarily 
be more immediate and less demanding. Again, on the 
level of the 'tribu*, it is not necessary for lan­
guage to enjoy the primacy it holds in the 'forum'i 
such a primacy depends on study and commentary and 
therefore must be reserved for a certain intellec­
tual class.
It is within the system of 'ressemblance* 
that Moli&re's early farces seem to fall. The basic 
elements of these are noise, movement, mask and 
object.^" Language is but one aspect of noise, nei­
ther more nor less important than the other farce 
elements, and thus possessing no primacy. It is the 
farce as a whole that functions as a sign, pos­
sessing a 'ressemblance' to or affinity with the 
ridiculous. So thoroughly does the sign envelop 
its content that the farce not only resembles the
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ridiculous, it is ridiculous.
The manifestations of Molilre's early 
farces clearly bear this out. The farce is evi­
dently a collective communication on all levels* 
the spectators are not only observers, they are 
participants in the action. When the 'barbouillS' 
requests that they justify his version of what has
occurred, they must participate by validating the
2opposite version. The language of the farce cor­
responds to Antonin Artaud's concept of the true 
language of the theatre*-' it is a language of 
gesture and movement rather than a purely verbal 
onej again, as Artaud suggests, the actors often 
use spontaneous languagei there are indications in 
the text that the actor improvise at different 
points. This improvisation must have depended on 
the type of rapport the actors developed with dif­
ferent audiences, and may well have been more exten­
sive than the manuscripts indicate.
The characters 'speak' not only with 
words but also by their costumes, actions, and 
through their appellations. There is no ambiguity 
in a farce* the name 'barbouillS' is evidently used 
to refer to an unattractive personnage whose dress 
and actions complement the name. Gros-RenS and 
Sganarelle are evidently comic characters* AngS-
lique is not necessarily angelical, but must appear 
so in contrast to her drunken husband, whereas else­
where she is engaged in pursuits that are far re­
moved from those of the celestial hosts. The titles 
•docteur' and 'avocat* must necessarily refer to 
pedants.
The Italian farces, which greatly in­
fluenced MoliSre, had utilized a language incom­
prehensible to most of their spectators, but their 
productions lost none of their effect because of 
that. Traces of this can be found in the speech 
of pedants in MoliSre's early farces (and even in 
his later works). Mutterings, gibberish and gali­
matias are used for comic effectj this helps to 
place emphasis on what Simon calls the 'resonant
Lj,shell* of languagei its supra-segmental phonemes 
(volume, tone, pitch, rhythm, accent, etc.) are used 
to their greatest comic advantage.
The language of farce, then, is only 
partially a verbal one. It is a collective com­
munication, involving audience participation! it 
is an unambiguous sign of what is ridiculous. Its 
purpose might be, to use Foucault's terminology,
"i tout faire parler", with 'tout' defined as the 
comic aspect of the human condition as well as all 
the available devices of the farcical theatre. As 
such, it is a popular manifestation of the episto- 
mological concept of 'ressemblance'. Words, objects,
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and actions all function as signs; all share the same 
signal essence*
After the early farces there is, as we 
shall see later, a movement of language towards 
'representation'. However, 'ressemblance' can be 
seen in many of Moliire's comic victims; indeed, 
they are comic (and sometimes insane) precisely 
because they do subscribe to a system of 'ressem- 
blances' in an age of 'representation'. Orgon, for 
example, interprets Tartuffe's words (and, indeed, 
his every action) as a clear sign of his piety and 
sincerity; the other characters see Tartuffe as a 
representation of what he is not. Amphitryon shares 
a similar problem, but with a different emphasis; 
he must convince others that he, and he alone, has 
an essential affinity with the name 'Amphitryon'.
The others, however, are faced with the ambiguity 
of language as representation; the same name may 
represent two different objects. A third example is 
George Dandin, who believes that words such as 'no­
blesse' and 'mariage' are clear signs of a certain 
reality; when he discovers that that reality is 
meaningless, he is obliged either to accept the am­
biguities of representative language or withdraw 
himself from the scene. The former choice is too 
humiliating, so he opts for suicide.
In Le Mariage forcS, the concept of lan-
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guage as •ressemblance* is actually verbalized 
and ridiculed on the stage. Pancrace, an Aristote­
lian philosopher and ridiculous pedant, gives the 
following oral dissertation to Sganarellei
"La parole a Ste donnSe & 
l'homme pour expliquer sa 
pensSei et tout ainsi que 
les pensSes sont les por­
traits des choses, de meme 
nos paroles sont-elles les 
portraits de nos pensSes..,.
Mais ces portraits dif­
ferent des autres por­
traits en ce que les autres 
portraits sont distinguSs 
partout de leurs originaux, 
et que la parole enferme 
en soi son original, puis- 
qu*elle n*est autre chose que 
la pensSe expliquSe par un 
signe extSrieur* d*ou vient 
que ceux qui pensent bien 
sont aussi ceux qui parlent 
le mieux. Expliquez-moi 
done votre pensle par la 
parole, qui est le plus 
intelligible de tous les
signes...... .
Oui, la parole est animi 
index et speculum (1*in­
dice et le miroir de l'Sme),
G'est un miroir qui nous prS- 
sente naivement les secrets 
les plus arcanes de nos in- 
dividusi et, puisque vous 
avez la faculte de ratioci- 
ner et de parler tout ensem­
ble, 8. quoi tient-il que 
vous ne vous serviez de la 
parole pour me faire enten­
dre votre pensSe?*0
Here is the theory of language as *ressem- 
blance'i The clearest and most intelligible of signsi 
portrait, container and explicator of what it refers 
toj exterior thought, and revealer of the hidden self.
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In the same play, a pyrrhonian philosopher, whose 
skepticism is such as to prevent him from making 
any definite statement, is also put up to ridicule.
By mocking the concepts of language as clarity and 
language as obscurity, MoliSre is apparently left 
with the concept of language as representation, 
with varying degrees of clarity and obscurity. And, 
of course, we learn here of his knowledge of certain 
aspects of the philosophy of language.
In the preface to Tartuffe. Moli&re again 
refers to and rejects the idea of 'ressemblance'. In 
drawing a distinction between the debauched comedy 
of the past and that of his day (as well as of anti­
quity), he uses this comparisoni
"Elies n'ont aucun rapport 
l'une avec 1*autre que la 
ressemblance du nom; et ce 
serait une injustice Spou- 
vantable que de vouloir con- 
damner Olympe, qui est femme 
de bien, parce qu'il y a eu 
une Olympe qui a Ste une dS- 
bauchSe"(Preface to Tartuffe. 
in Oeuvres, Plliade, p. 887).
This is an obvious refusal of the intel­
lectual validity of 'ressemblance1, although Mo- 
lifcre may well (and indeed will) continue to use it 
dramatically, Le Misanthrope. in fact, appears to 
contrast 'ressemblance* and certain forms of 're­
presentation'.
The use of language by the major charac­
ters in this play has been sketched by Raymond
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Lichet. Alceste uses language in a very rigid wayt 
a word can have one, and only one meaning. The 
word 'ami', for example, can no longer be applied 
to Philinte, for his actions do not correspond to 
Alceste's understanding of that word. For Philinte, 
language is fluidj the same word may be applied to 
different objects, depending on the situation. CSli- 
m&ne sees language as a game, never to be taken se- 
riously and always retractable.
The rigid demands Alceste makes on lan­
guage seem to be based on an anachronistic concept 
of the verbal medium. He sees the relationship be­
tween word and object as an absolute and indivisible, 
even sacred, one* to separate them is to "en profa- 
ner le nom" (v. 279). This sacred relationship is, 
indeed, an aspect of Ressemblance' rather than 
'representation*. Alceste demands that his words be 
accepted as unambiguous signs of truth, even in his 
lawsuit (I,i* 18*1— 202)i again, an aspect of 'res- 
semblance*. This linguistic anachronism conforms to 
other anachronisms in his characteri his condemna­
tion of contemporary society, his desire to be dis­
tinguished in a world that prefers conformity, and 
his preference for older poetic forms over modern 
sonnets.
The other characters manifest various forms
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of language as representation! Philinte’s fluid 
and Cfclimfcne's playful use of words depends on the 
possibility of separating the 'signifiant' from the 
'signifiS'i ArsinoS's hypocrisy likewise depends on 
the ability of language to mask thoughti even 
Eliante's sincerity appears to be a parallel between 
word and object rather than an affinity, as she does 
not give words the sacred quality that Alceste does. 
This parallel between word and object is, in fact, 
an esthetic representation deriving from a senti­
mental interpretation of what is perceived, as 
Eliante tells us in this passage!
L'amour, pour l'ordinaire, est 
peu fait 3. ces lois,
Et l'on voit les amants toujours 
vanter leur choix.
Jamais leur passion n'y voit 
rien de blfimable,
Et dans l'objet aim§ tout leur 
devient aimablej 
Ils comptent les d§fauts pour 
des perfections,
Et savent y donner de favorables 
noms.
La pale est au jasmin en blancheur 
c omparablej 
La noire 3 faire peur, une brune 
adorable;
La maigre a de la taille et de la 
libertSi 
La grasse est, dans son port, 
pleine de majest§j 
La malpropre sur soi, de peu d*at- 
traits chargSe,
Est mise sous le nom de beaut£ 
nSgligSe;
La gSante paraft une dSesse aux 
yeux;
La naine, un abrege des merveilles 
des cieux)
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L'orgueilleuse a le coeur digne 
d'une couronne*
La fourbe a de 1*esprit* la sotte 
est toute bonnej 
La trop grande parleuse est 
d'agrSable humeurt 
Et la muette garde une honnSte 
pudeur (II,iv* 711-728).
This admonition to rename objects in the most favo­
rable light is far enough removed from Alceste's 
rigid interpretation of the word/object situation.
It can only serve to intensify the conflict between 
Alceste and his milieu. As this conflict has no 
solution, Alceste*s o^ly alternative seems to be 
the silence of his 'dSsert*.
That 'dSsert', however, is probably also 
an anachronism. It would appear to refer to an 
imaginary "endroit 5cart§/00 d'etre homme d'hon- 
neur on ait la libertS." It is more likely a tem­
poral than a spatial condition* it, too, would most 
probably be found in a past era of *ressemblances*, 
of unambiguous signs of personal honor. Since it 
is unattainable, Alceste remains obliged to remain 
in the world of representations* he will stay in 
society and, since his character can hardly change, 
will continue to repeat the same demands he has made 
in CSlimfcne's salon. This interminable repetition
of the same act, indeed of the same moment, makes of
*7him a perfect comic hero. He is the play's avatar, 
the continuous repetition of the same event throughout
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time.
Since Alceste cannot escape the world in 
which he lives, his refusal to marry CSlimine and 
remain in society is due either to ignorance of the 
situation or, equally likely, it is an act of bad 
faith. As an act of bad faith, it can be understood 
in at least two different ways. First, he would sur­
render to form if he remained in society married to 
the most sociable of women. Second, his demands to 
this point have been primarily verbal. Marriage with 
CSlimSne would necessitate action as well as words; 
Alceste would have to prove the validity of the word 
'love' through all of his actions. From a critic of 
the world he would have to become a man of action; he 
would have to realize his ideals.
His refusal of Cilimfcne is thus a use of 
sincerity as a mask for fear. His ideal of sincerity 
has itself been changed; it has evolved into a mask; 
it has become a verbal role that he must repeat in­
terminably without ever letting it become authentic 
action. As such, Alceste has become a 'divertisse­
ment' for the society against which he has spoken so 
strongly.
From a position of 'ressemblance', Alceste 
has become a representation of 'ressemblance'. His 
sincerity has changed into a verbal mask and there­
fore a social onet he is one of those whom he criti-
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cizes. He is a critic of a world which can tolerate 
criticsj he therefore has a place in that world and, 
by being in it, becomes object of his own criticism.
Within this context, then, Le Misanthrope 
dramatizes both the conflict between ‘ressemblance* 
and *representation*, and the metamorphosis of the 
former into the latter. 'Ressemblance' is ridiculous 
in an age of 'representation'» it must surrender to 
the stronger force and emphasize its own represen- 
tativity.
In Le MSdecin malgrl lui, 'ressemblance' 
is used for obvious comic and satirical purposes. 
Martine says that Sganarelle is a doctor and, when 
he is forced to do so, he performs, in the eyes of 
the other characters, as well as or better than a 
licensed physician. A farcical resemblance or affi­
nity develops between his actions and his appella­
tion. The satirical elements of the play are brought 
out by the obvious stupidity of all the charactersj 
Sganarelle could only fool stupid people. 'Ressem­
blance' has become only one of many dramatic devices 
used to produce comic and satirical effects. Clearly, 
it no longer has the pervasiveness it enjoyed in the 
earlier farces.
There is a very powerful dramatic use of 
'ressemblance' in L'Avare. Harpagon is not only a
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miseri he is also concerned about his reputation, 
about what others say about him. When Maitre Jacques 
tells him that the general opinion of him is unfavo­
rable, Harpagon beats him for his pains, telling 
him, "Apprenez ft parler" (III,i). For Harpagon, to 
speak is to conform verbally to his own opinion of 
himself, to say what he wants to hear.
On the one hand, he is concerned about 
what others say about him; on the other hand, he must 
struggle to keep his own thoughts from being verba­
lized. He hears La Flftche mention avarice; he wants 
to know of whom he is speaking; La Flftche askst 
"Est-ce que vous croyez que je veux parler de vous?” 
Harpagon retorts; "Je crois ce que je crois; mais je 
veux que tu me dises ft qui tu paries quand tu dis 
cela” (I,iii). Harpagon believes what he believes; 
he will not verbalize his thoughts, yet he demands 
verbalization from others. For him to say what he 
feels is unthinkable (and, paradoxically, he fools 
no one, as everyone takes him for a miser).
Later, while speaking to himself, he sees 
Elise and Cllante, and suspects they might have over­
heard what he said about his money; ” je crois
que j*ai parlS haut, en raisonnant tout seul" (I,iv). 
Again, there is tension between thought and lan­
guage. Harpagon*s best recourse would be silence; 
if he could enjoy his money and his reputation, all
would be well. Language, in fact, is an obstacle
for himj insofar as it represents his thought, it en­
dangers his security.
Harpagon*s conflict with language seems 
based on his inability to use representative lan­
guage as the other characters do* the point at which 
he verbally represents his thought is when he disco­
vers that his money is missing*
Au voleur! au voleur! 4 
l'assassin! au meurtrier!
Justice, juste ciel! je suis 
perdu, je suis assassinS* on 
m'a coupS la gorge* on m'a 
dSrobS mon argent. Qui peut- 
ce etre? Qu'est-il devenu? Oil 
est-il? Oil se cache-t-il? Que 
ferai-je pour le trouver? Oil 
courir? Ou ne pas courir? N'est- 
il point IS? N'est-il point 
ici? Qui est-ce? Arrlte. (il 
se prend lui-meme le bras)
Rends-moi mon argent, coquin...
Ah! c'est moil Mon esprit est 
troublS, et j'ignore oil je 
suis, qui je suis, et ce que 
je fais. HSlas! mon pauvre 
argent! mon cher ami! on m'a 
privS de toi| et, puisque tu 
m'es enlevS, j'ai perdu mon 
support, ma consolation, ma 
joie* tout est fini pour moi, 
et je n'ai plus que faire au 
monde* sans toi, il m'est 
impossible de vivre. C'en 
est fait* je n'en puis plus* 
je me meursi je suis mortj je 
suis enterre. N'y a-t-il per- 
sonne qui veuille me ressusci- 
ter, en me rendant mon cher ar­
gent, ou en m'apprenant qui l'a 
pris? Euh! que dites-vous? Ce 
n'est personne. II faut, qui 
que ce soit qui ait fait le 
coup, qu'avec beaucoup de soin 
on ait SpiS l'heuret et l'on a 
choisi justement le temps que
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je parlais ft mon trattre de 
fils. Sortons. Je veux 
aller querir la justice, et 
faire dormer la question ft 
toute ma maisoni ft ser­
vant es, ft valets, ft fils, ft 
fille, et ft moi aussi, Que 
de gens assemblSs! Je ne jette 
mes regards sur personne qui 
ne me donne des soupgons, et 
tout me semble mon voleur.
Eh! de quoi est-ce qu'on 
parle 1ft? de celui qui m'a 
dftrobS? Quel bruit fait-on 
lft -haut? Est-ce mon voleur 
qui y est? De grftce, si l'on 
salt des nouvelles de mon vo­
leur, je supplie que l'on m'en 
dise. N'est-il point cachS 
lft parmi vous? Ils me regar- 
dent tous, et se mettent ft 
rire. Vous verrez qu'ils 
ont part, sans doute, au vol 
que l'on m'a fait. Allon3 
vite, des commissaires, des 
archers, des pr&vots, des 
juges, des genes, des po- 
tences et des bourreaux. Je 
veux faire pendre tout le 
mondei et, si je ne retrouve 
mon argent, je me pendrai moi- 
riieme aprfts" (IV,vii).
This is also Harpagon's momant of insanity. He be­
comes insane when he enters the linguistic world of 
the other characters (and even of the spectators).
He is forced to use representative language, with its 
ambiguities and absurdities, until he retrieves his 
money and can retreat into silence.
In fact, Harpagon substitutes his money for 
language* His use of the words 'cassette' and 'argent' 
interchangeably indicates this* From the point of 
view of 'representation', the 'cassette' would con­
form to the 'signifiant' and the 'argent to the
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'signifiS'. For Harpagon, however, this distinction 
does not exist; the 'cassette' is a clear and un­
mistakable sign of its content, his money. Harpa­
gon can abandon verbal language, for he has replaced 
it with an unambiguous object over which he holds 
absolute power.
La FlSche's famous description, "Le seigneur 
Harpagon est de tous les humains l'humain le moins 
humain", takes on added significance when seen 
against Harpagon's concept of language. He does not 
want language to represent! he fights against its 
representative qualities. This alone makes him a 
stranger to contemporary society; he would prefer 
isolation and silence to the company of others. Again, 
he wants a favorable reputation, but does absolutely 
nothing to procure even the semblance of one. This 
desire for isolation and the approbation of others 
suggests that Harpagon would gladly become his cas­
sette if he could* a complete object, prized for its 
value, but having to give nothing in return other 
than its presence. It is thus understandable that 
he should equate the loss of his cassette with the 
loss of his life, as the quotation cited above shows 
(He equates "On m'a coupS la gorge" with "On m'a 
d§robS mon argent"). It is by this desire to make 
an object of himself, a thing, that Harpagon is 
inhuman. Likewise, the affinity he sees between
himself and his money is a further demonstration 
of the attitude of 'ressemblance'. He has avoided 
Alceste's errorj instead of becoming a verbal repre­
sentation of 'ressemblance1, he has replaced repre­
sentative language with an unambiguous object that 
provides all the communication he requires.
Monsieur de Pourceaugnac carries 'res­
semblance' to its limits by using it as a justifi­
cation for victimage, Pourceaugnac is defined 
through his name* there must be an affinity between 
the two. Narine (I,i) tells usi
"Le seul nom de monsieur 
de Pourceaugnac m'a mis 
dans une colSre effroya- 
ble. J'enrage de mon­
sieur de Pourceaugnac.
Quand il n'y aurait que 
ce nom-13., monsieur de 
Pourceaugnac, j'y brule- 
rai mes livres, ou je 
romprai ce mariagej et 
vous ne serez point ma- 
dame de Pourceaugnac.
Pourceaugnac? cela se 
peut-il souffrir? Non,
Pourceaugnac est une 
chose que je ne saurais
supporter "
Pourceaugnac is described through his
name* since the name is ridiculous, the character 
is obviously ridiculous as well. It is interesting 
that NSrine goes from the 'nom', Pourceaugnac, to 
the 'chose', equating the two. Without ever having 
seen him, she defines him as a worthy object of vic­
timage. This definition is validated by Sbrigani
(and, later, by Pourceaugnac's presence). The name 
does fit the person* Pourceaugnac is ugly, stupid 
and gullible. And, of course, he is supposed to 
marry Julie against her will* this is adequate jus­
tification for the planned trickery. Furthermore, 
Pourceaugnac is a provincial nobleman* he is fair 
game for the Parisian audience.
Pourceaugnac, in fact, is very much a 
farce character. As soon as he enters (I, iii), we 
realize that his presence is designed to provoke 
laughter* he is followed by a group of people 
laughing at him. His bearing, his costume, and 
his stupidity all distinguish him as a comic object 
And, throughout the play, a great deal of farce is 
evident, intermixed with dancing and comic language 
Pourceaugnac must necessarily be presented as a 
farce type* otherwise the vietimage would appear 
excessive, especially coming from two characters 
as admittedly unscrupulous as NSrine and Sbrigani 
(Sbrigani has been exiled from Naples for his 
crimes* N&rine, among other things, has helped hang 
two innocent people). The actions of the conspira­
tors can be taken as comic only if one accepts 
the necessarily ridiculous nature of their victim* 
he is made to be laughed at. And 'ressemblance* is 
utilized to help assure this.
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Pourceaugnac, then, resembles Mollire's 
earliest farces in several ways. However, it also 
points out the mechanism used in constructing a 
farce and, in so doing,' seems to raise several 
questions. The action of the play is simply a 
farce arranged by Sbrigani and Narine with Pour- 
ceaugnac as the victim. When one considers the 
meanness of the conspirators, the naivetl of the 
victim, and the dependance of the farce upon 'res­
semblance' (Which MoliSre has previously rejected), 
a possible pattern seems to be suggested. On one 
hand, MoliSre seems to have realized that there is
3
an element of cruelty in laughter; on the other 
hand, he may well be rejecting the idea of farce as 
he had earlier rejected that of 'ressemblance*. Of 
course, just as he had continued to use elements 
of 'ressemblance* after rejecting the validity of 
the concept, so he will continue using elements of 
farce even after having rejected its validity.
The final noteworthy use of 'ressemblance' 
is found in Le Maiade imaginaire. Toinette's normal 
speech is a hearty peasant one, somewhat similar to 
that of Mme Jourdain in Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. 
Once disguised as a doctor, however, she immediate­
ly adopts the profession's manner of speech, speak­
ing as ably as Purgon or Diafoirus. This affinity 
between costume and speech foreshadows the dSnoue-
ment, when Argan will do precisely the same thing.
As Blralde tells Argani
"En recevant la robe et le 
bonnet de mSdecin, vous ap- 
prendrez tout cela /all that 
a doctor knows/t et vous se- 
rez apr8s plus habile que 
vous ne voudrez.”
And alsoi
"L'on n'a qu'S. parler avec 
une robe et un bonnet, tout 
galimatias devient savant, 
et toute sottise devient 
raison” (III, xiv).
Following this comes the final scene, in 
which an imaginary invalid becomes an imaginary 
doctor in an imaginary ceremony. 'Ressemblance' 
metamorphoses into fantasy. As we shall have ac- 
casion to see, this play also treats language as 
representation and as signification. However, 
for the moment it must be seen as the conclusion 
of MoliSre's relationship to the problem of 'res­
semblance *.
MoliSre's earliest farces are based on 
the epistomological theory of 'ressemblance'j his 
later plays continue to use it for characteriza­
tion and for satirical purposesi he rejects its in­
tellectual validity on at least two occasions and 
contrasts it with 'reprSsentation' in le Misan­
thrope i it is the basis for Harpagon's inhumanity
in L 1Avare and for the cruelty of Pourceaugnaci 
in the latter play there seems to be a rejection 
of the validity of farce. Finally, 'ressemblance 
metamorphoses into fantasy in MoliSre's last play
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REPRESENTATIVE LANGUAGE* ACTION AND AMBIGUITY
Representative language is a human phe­
nomenon* it does not derive from an original lan­
guage of divine truth, but is constructed by human 
beings for human ends. As such, it has no necess­
ary relationship to 'truth** truth is that which 
is clearly and evidently true rather than some­
thing concealed by a system of enigmatic signs. 
Language may represent truth, but it bears no af­
finity with it. The ideal language is one as clear 
and logical as mathematics* since this ideal lan­
guage does not exist, representative language is 
necessarily ambiguous* different objects may have 
the same name, or different names may be applied 
to the same object. Because of its lack of affi­
nity with truth, representative language loses the 
primacy enjoyed by the language of 'ressemblance'* 
emphasis is placed on the relationship between 
word and object* how well does language repre­
sent its content? Thus the binary division into 
'signifiant* and 'signifiS' and the beginning of 
the objective study of language.
If representation, then action* to re­
present verbally a thought or a feeling is to alter
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it (however slightly), to judge it and to present 
it for judgement, and thus to act upon it. The 
role of language as action was evident to seven­
teenth-century literary theoreticians,^ and is
carried on today in the works of modern think- 
2ers. As action, language is also creation* this
was as evident to Descartes-^ as it is to Merleau- 
LlPonty and, as we shall see, as it may well have 
been to MoliSre.
L'Etourdi, Moli&re's first full-length 
play, dramatizes a conflict between language and 
action. Mascarille is the servant of LSlie, who 
loves CSlie. The servant uses language to help 
his master attain his beloved, while LSlie at­
tempts to win her through 'heroic' actions.^ Both 
fail, and it is only through an improbable denoue­
ment, in which Lelie's rival turns out to be Cllie's 
brother, that a happy ending is assured. A probable 
situation metamorphoses into an improbable one. An 
equally improbable situation opens the next play, 
Pipit amoureux* a girl has been raised to maturity 
while disguised as a boy. This basic situation 
quite logically produces a play in which the inva­
lidity of signs, both verbal and visual, is stressed. 
Mascarille reappears in this play, but he is so in­
effective that he is unrecognizable from the dramatic 
Mascarille of L'Etourdi. His character has metamor­
9̂
phosed as radically as the dramatic universe in which 
he finds himself. Of course, the improbable world of 
the pgpit must change to a probable one before a satis­
factory ending is possible.
There appears to be a certain structural 
liaison between these two plays, as they dramatize 
the transformation of a probable world into an im­
probable one and then back into the realm of prob­
ability, In L'Etourdi, language is used as a form 
of dramatic actionj in the P§pit. a common source 
for verbal and visual signs is given in the person- 
nage of Ascagne/Porothee. The first play demonstrates 
the possibilities of representative language while 
the second points out the weaknesses in language 
as a sign of truth. 'Representation', it would ap­
pear, has more possibilities than 'ressemblance*.
The change from one to the other is symbolized by 
the change in Mascarille's characteri the name 
'Mascarille* has no affinity with any specific 
typej it is simply a verbal representation of a 
character in a comedy, whose 'mask' changes with 
every play.
Mascarille returns in Les Precieuses 
ridicules, and here he is again different from the 
Mascarille of the preceding plays. He is no longer 
the fourbum imperator of L'Etourdi or the confused
servant of the Dgpit amoureuxi he is primarily a 
farcical personnage. In the preface to this play, 
MoliSre tells us that "une grande partie des graces 
qu'on y a trouvSes dependent de 1'action et du ton 
de voix",^ and this is particularly true for Masca­
rille. The certain command of precieux language 
that he enjoys is overshadowed by his outlandish 
costume, his fighting with the chair bearers, his 
screaming out of the words of his 'impromptu', his 
comic (and even indecent?) gestures, and his final 
beating, undressing, and ejection from Gorgibus' 
home. He is a farceur who enjoys a certain com­
mand of language, as Cathos and Madelon are pre- 
cieuses who also partake of the farcical. Their 
comic effect derives principally from their absurd 
use of language* in this respect, we can say that 
farce and comic language are contrasted in this 
play. MoliSre seems to have realized here that 
the language of certain social groups may be comic 
in contrast to ordinary language (that of the spec­
tators) or even in contrast to farce. In that sense, 
he has isolated language as a comic element in it­
self i what is said may be as comic as how it is 
said or as the actions that accompany its saying.
And, of course, the fact that the prScieuses insist 
on renaming objects is another use of representa­
tive language.
In Sganarelle ou le cocu imaginaire, 
the invalidity of visual signs is emphasized. Sga- 
narelle's wife sees her-husband with cSlie and im­
mediately assumes that he is carrying on with every 
girl in town* Sganarelle sees his wife admiring 
LSlie's picture and assumes that he is her lover. 
LSlie then sees his picture in Sganarelle*s hands, 
asks him where he received it and, when told that 
it came from Sganarelle's wife, assumes that Mme 
Sganarelle must be Cllie, his beloved. These visual 
misconceptions produce greater complexities until 
each character verbalizes his version of what has 
happened* visual errors are corrected through verbal 
representation. When we consider the importance of 
visual effects in MoliSre's early farces, the sig­
nificance of this play's structure is apparenti 
representative language has reached a higher level 
of validity in the dramatic production.
In Pom Garc ie de Navarre, the various 
possibilities of representative language are drama­
tized. Dorn Garcie loves Done Elvire and makes, in 
effect, one demand on her* that she verbalize her 
sentiments. She tells him that other signs should 
convey the message*
"Sans employer la langue,/ 
il est des interprStes 
Qui parlent clairement des/ 
atteintes secrStes.
Un soupir, un regard, une 
simple rougeur,
Un silence est assez/ 
pour expliquer un coeur.
Tout parle dans 1'amour..."
(I, i, 67-71)
Here, she seems to speak from a position 
of 'ressemblance'* a whole system of signs can con­
vey truth. Dorn Garcie, however, demands a verbal 
representation* the other signs are less clear to 
him than Done Elvire seems to believe.
There follow several scenes of Dorn Gar- 
cie's jealousy; the first is mild and quickly sub­
dued, but each ensuing scene of jealousy is more 
violent than the preceding one. At the play's be­
ginning, Dorn Garcie is lucid; language and reason 
coincide. Then, as the play progresses, language 
and anger coincide, and eventually his jealousy 
leads him to incoherence*
"C'en est fait...le destin.../
Je ne saurais parler" (123̂ -) •
"J'ai vu....vengeance! o ciel" (1236).
And, once Done Elvire agrees to marry him, his words
are insufficient to express his joy*
"Ciel! dans 1 ‘excSs des biens/ 
que cet aveu m'octroie,
Rends capable mon coeur/ 
de supporter sa joie"(1872-1873)'
Throughout the play, Done Elvire refuses 
to declare her love directly. It has been suggested 
that she and Dorn Garcie come together through the 
help of Nature;f that they are incompatible in any
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but sexual matters. However, since Nature is not 
mentioned or noticeable in the play, it seems more 
plausible to suggest that Done Elvire accepts Dom 
Garcie because he is more valuable to her alive than 
dead (he would kill himself if she refused him).
That is, she has complete control over him. She 
has yet to give him what he obviously desires most; 
verbal evidence of her love. She can always hold 
back this final prize, this act of naming her emo­
tion, in exchange for whatever she can exact from 
her husband.
Dom Garcie demands that Done Elvire 
equate word and sentiment; this she refuses to do.
He seeks to expurgate his jealous despair through 
heroic action, only to learn that his supposed rival 
has already performed that act. He desires to kill 
himself; this is foiled by Done Elvire. Dom Garcie's 
attacks of jealousy grow more intense after each 
episode until he becomes incoherenti language 
will not suffice to express his despair. This in­
coherence is complemented by Elvire's silence; only 
when she agrees to begin the game anew does Dom 
Garcie return to a state of provisional happiness.
The aspects of representative language 
seen in this play include lucidity, incoherence (of 
despair and of joy), silence (or the use of non-lan­
guage as representation), and language as a means of 
power. Elvire, like CllimSne in Le Misanthrope. also
uses language as a game: it expresses whatever she
needs expressed at the moment,* And when Dom Garcie 
attempts to validate his words through his acts, the 
acts are foiled by exterior causes. Language may 
represent well or poorlyt what is important is its 
capacity for representation and the multiple dramatic 
forms this may take.
L 'Boole des maris presents and contrasts
two more forms of language, social and mechanical,
Ariste tells his younger brother Sganarelle:
"Toujours au plus grand nombre 
on doit s'accommoder 
Et jamais il ne faut se faire 
regarder.
L'un et l'autre exces choque, 
et tout homme bien sage 
Doit faire des habits ainsi cue 
du langage,
N'y rien trop affecter, et, sans 
empressement,
Suivre ce que 1 'usage y fait de 
changement" (I, i; kl-46),
Ariste's standard of behavior is conformity to so­
ciety, whereas Sganarelle equates his personal de­
sires with what should be. He cannot utilize social 
language as the other characters do. He tells Leonor
"Mon Dieu! madame, sans langage,
Je ne vous parle pas, car vous 
etes trop sage" (I, iis 131-132).
*See Hubert (op. cit., pp. 30-^7) for 
further discussion of Elvire and her 'word diet'.
Dom Garcie and Alceste have often been compareds a 
similar comparison seems valid for Celimene and Done 
Elvire, at least up to a point.
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When ValSre attempts to converse with him, Sganarelle 
uses the minimum number of words necessary to answer 
without saying anything (Cela se peutj Soit; Je le 
crois} etc.). Ergaste, commenting on Sganarelle's 
behavior, saysj "XI a le repart brusque, et I'accueil 
loup-garou" (I, iv; 310)* The social use of language 
is foreign to Sganarelle, as are all other accepted 
standards of social behavior.
The one form of language he has mastered 
is the mechanical onei he is able to repeat verbatim
Q
what he has been told, provided that he can gain by 
doing so. Isabelle tells him that ValSre has been 
bothering herj Sganarelle repeats her exact words to 
ValSre (II, iij II, viii). Since the words refer to 
a non-existent event, ValSre receives the message 
Isabelle wished to convey, that of her interest in 
him. Sganarelle is unaware of this and so becomes 
a go-between against himself and for the two young 
people. When Isabelle confronts ValSre in Sgana­
relle 's presence (II, ix), she continues the same 
deception. Sganarelle thinks he is being praised 
and ValSre scolded, whereas the opposite is true. 
Language is used to assert the opposite of what 
it says, unknowingly so by Sganarelle and deli­
berately so by Isabelle.
Sganarelle does not function well in a 
verbal exchange based on current social standardsj
it is the mechanical use of language (memorization, 
repetition, recitation), based on his own standards, 
that he employs best. Expectedly, it is when Isa­
belle appears to react mechanically and to use Sga­
narelle's principles in a given situation, that he 
thinks most highly of her.
Sganarelle*s mechanical language is 
evidently comic, as are all other manifestations 
of his character. However, what is more important 
is that Ariste, MoliSre's first raisonneur^ and 
evidently the spokesman for society and the spec­
tators,'1'0 is also a cpmic character. He is a sixty- 
year-old who dresses and acts like a twenty-year-old 
this discrepancy between age and conduct, evident 
throughout the play and mentioned several times 
by Sganarelle, would have been quite comic in Mo- 
liSre’s time.'1''*'
Furthermore, Ariste's actions contradict 
his expressed philosophy. In theory, his 'school' 
is based upon freedom of movementi LSonor goes 
where and with whom she pleases; she supposedly 
has freedom of choice in that she can marry Ariste 
with his wealth and tolerance or choose someone else 
In the final act, Ariste is led to believe that 
Lionor is marrying ValSre. He reacts accordingly!
"L'apparence qu'ainsi, sans 
m'en faire avertir,
A cet engagement elle efit pu 
consentir!
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Moi, qui dans toute chose ai, 
depuis son enfance,
MontrS toujours pour elle en- 
tiSre complaisance,
Et qui cent fois ai fait des 
protestations 
De ne jamais gener ses incli­
nations" (III, vij 981-986)?
The freedom of action he grants her is 
limited by the necessity of her verbalizing her ac­
tions. As such, it does not imply freedom of speech 
or freedom to be silent. For one moment, the weak­
ness in his method is shown. His embarassment is 
short lived, however, as Lionor appears and agrees 
to marry him immediately. Although the comic poten­
tial in their coming marriage is not exploited, it 
is as obvious as a farcei the old, tolerant husband 
and the young, flirtatious wife are immediately defi­
nable as a comic couple. Sganarelle has learned 
enough from L'Ecole des Maris to give up women;
Ariste has learned nothing.
For Moli^re to present society's spokes­
man as a comic character seems to imply that contem­
porary society, in its normal manifestations, is a 
potential comic object. It is obvious enough that 
mechanical language is comic; MoliSre is a bit more 
subtle in suggesting the comic possibi.1 ities of his 
public's language.
Up to this point, Moli&re seems to have 
explored the possibilities of representative lan-
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guage in his theatre. He has presented language as 
action, contrasted it with other forms of dramatic 
action, studied its relationship to visual signs and 
the system of 'ressemblance*, experimented with its 
multiple forms, and discovered the comic potential 
in various forms of social language. It is in Les 
Facheux that he isolates language, presenting it as 
the chief dramatic action. He thus accomplishes 
what the preceding plays were tending towards* the 
definitive transition from 'ressemblance' to 'repre­
sentation' ,
Les Facheux consists of a series of pri­
marily verbal portraits. Eraste is trying to see 
Orphise, but at every step he encounters a 'facheux'. 
The physical presence of each 'facheux* is accompa­
nied by his words and actions; after he leaves,
Eraste expresses a verbal opinion of him. The repre­
sentation of the 'facheux* is accomplished through 
their physical presence and their words and actions. 
Unlike farce characters, they are not definable as 
ridiculous the moment they appear; instead, they 
must speak before one realizes in what way they are 
ridiculous. They represent themselves verbally more 
so than visually. And, after their departure, Eraste 
completes the verbal portrait. The action of the 
play thus remains primarily verbal; language is 
isolated as the principal means of dramatic action.
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Besides the ascendancy of representative 
language, this play also suggests two esthetic ele­
ments that will take on greater importance in rela­
tionship to this work. The play was composed for 
the King, Louis XIV (even with his assistance) and 
places on stage several types whom the King consi­
ders ridiculous. In this way, the play illustrates 
what is comic. If the King laughs at a certain 
character or scene, that character or scene is 
ridiculous. That is, social behavior which does not 
conform to the ideal of social behavior (personified 
by the King) is comic. There exists then an ultimate 
authority for determining what is valid in comedy.
The fact that this comic standard appears in a play 
structured on the use of language as action should 
suggest the importance of representative language 
in comic theory.
The second important element suggested 
is summarized in Eraste's refrain, "toujours des 
facheux.” Each 'facheux' is a potential comic 
subject; the endlessness of comic subjects is thus 
indicated as it will be in L * Impromptu de Versailles. 
This is directly related to the potential infinity 
of representative language, as it is language that 
defines these comic types. Again, we will have oc­
casion to to see this concept elaborated.
Once language has reached this important
plateau in Les Facheux, it is to be expected that
Molilre would attempt to exploit its potential even
further. This he does in L'Ecole des Femmes, a play
that merits an extensive study here as in almost
12any work on Molilre.
L'Ecole des Maris, Sganarelle had 
learned a lessom not to trust women. What Agnls 
learns in L'Ecole des Femmes is indeed more complex 
albeit more elementary* she learns how to speak. 
That is, she learns how to control and utilize 
language for her own purposes.
As AgnSs is first described to us, her
use of language is confined to the most limited
forms of expression. She knows how to pray and
express basic concepts* as Arnolphe sees her, this
is the desired limit of her verbal ability* this is
what he tells Chrysale*
"Je pretends que la mienne /Agnls7» 
en clartls peu sublime,
Meme ne sache pas ce que c'est 
qu'unerime *
Et, s'il faut qu'avec elle on 
joue au corbillon 
Et qu'on vienne 8 lui dire & 
son touri Qu'y met-on?
Je veux qu'elle reponde* Une 
tarte 8 la crime*
En un mot, qu'elle soit d'une 
ignorance extreme*
Et c'est assez pour elle, 8 
vous en bien parler,
De savoir prier Dieu, m*aimer, 
coudre, et filer" (I, i* 95-102)
She is to know nothing about 'rime',
6l
that is, about poetry, about the more highly developed 
forms of verbal expression. Her language is not to 
conform to that necessary for games or for any other 
social activity. Arnolphe's desire that she imme­
diately respond "une tarte 3. la cr3me" to the query 
"Qu'y met-on?" indicates a pedagogical approach to 
the problem of what AgnSs should say. He would have 
her respond automatically to a given verbal stimulus, 
regardless of context. She need only know how to 
pray (another automatic use of language) and say 
what is necessary to express love for Arnolphe; he, 
undoubtedly, will instruct her in this matter. Be­
sides that, her language is (or is to be) limited 
to the expression of whatever is necessary to as­
sure the functioning of her very basic chores.
The above description given by Arnolphe 
is indicative of how he would have her appear; in­
deed, it is probably more than she can do at present. 
However, the same scene has Arnolphe recounting an­
other anecdote about Agn§s»
"elle etait fort en peine, et 
me vint demander,
Avec une innocence 3 nulle autre 
pareille,
Si les enfants qu'on fait se fai- 
saient par l'oreille" (l62-l6*f).
What she says does not yet conform to fact, 
but she is moving toward the union of word and object, 
She is doing so in the most obvious manner, by the in­
terrogative use of language. The fact that her source
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for this information is Arnolphe explains his joy in 
being able to control the answers given. She wants 
her words to represent what isj he defines what is. 
Although the situation appears to be what Arnolphe 
desires, it is evidently a delicate onej he has to 
have all the answers. He probably believes he has, 
but the situation still remains an open one.
AgnSs' first appearance, a very short one, 
seems to verify what Arnolphe has said about her.
She expresses pleasure at seeing him (I, iii* 233); 
complains only of the fleas having bothered her (236); 
misunderstands Arnolphe when he says she will soon 
have someone to keep them away from her at night (238); 
then tells him what she is sewing (239-2^0). Her 
language is as simple as Arnolphe had led us to be­
lieve; it contains no social niceties; it will not 
accept a double-entendre. It seems to correspond 
perfectly to AgnSs* limited existence and experience.
AgnSs first speaks at length in her walk 
with Arnolphe (II, v). Her conversation is quite a 
remarkable one. In her first few utterances she con­
forms to Arnolphe's earlier description, answering 
automat ic allyi
Arnolphei Qu'avez-vous fait encore 
ces neuf ou dix jours-ci?
AgnSsi Six chemises, je pense, et 
six coiffes aussi (465-^66).
However, when she is asked to tell of her encounter
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with Horace, she must abandon the automatic, stimulus- 
response type of verbal expression. She must describe 
what has happened; she must use language to repre­
sent a past action. Indeed, she describes what hap­
pened simply enough, but in a fashion far from dull*
"J'etais sur le balcon 5 tra- 
vailler au frais,
Lorsque je vis passer sous les 
arbres d'auprSs 
Un jeune homme bien fait, qui, 
rencontrant ma vue,
D'une humble reverence aussitot 
me saluet 
Moi, pour ne point manquer a la 
civilite,
Je fis la reverence aussi de mon 
cote.
Soudain il me refait une autre 
reverence;
Moi, j'en refais de meme une autre 
en diligence;
Et lui d'une troisi£me aussitot 
repartant,
D'une troisieme aussi j'y repars 
I 1*instant.
II passe, vient, repasse, et tou- 
jours, de plus belle,
Me fait & chaque fois reverence 
nouvelle;
Et moi, qui tous ces tours fixe- 
ment regardais,
Nouvelle reverence aussi je lui 
rendais t
Tant quet si sur ce point la nuit 
ne fut venue,
Toujours comme cela je me serais 
tenue,
Ne voulant point cSder, et rece- 
voir 1'ennui 
Qu'il me put estimer moins civile 
que lui (485-502)
Le lendemain, §tant sur notre porte,
Une vieille m'aborde, en parlant de 
la sortei
"Mon enfant, le bon Dieu puisse-t-il 
vous benir,
Et dans tous vos attraits longtemps 
vous maintenir!
II ne vous a pas fait une belle 
personne
Afin de mal user des choses qu'il 
vous donnej
Et vous devez savoir que vous avez 
blessS
Un coeur qui de s'en plaindre est 
aujourd'hui forc£." (503-510)
"Moi, j'ai blessS quelqu'un, fis- 
je tout Stonnee.
- Oui, dit-elle, bless§, mais bles-
se tout de bon}
Et c'est 1'homme qu'hier vous vites 
du balcon.
- Helas!..^ui pourrait, dis-je, en
avoir ete cause?
Sur lui, sans y penser, fis-je 
choir quelque chose?
- Non, dit-elle, vos yeux ont fait
ce coup fatali 
Et c'est de leurs regards qu'est 
venu tout son mal.
H§! mon DieuI ma surprise est, 
fis-je, sans secondej 
Mes yeux ont-ils du mal, pour en 
donner au monde?
- Oui, fit-elle, vos yeux, pour
causer le trepas,
Ma fille, ont un venin que vous 
ne savez pas.
En un mot, il languit, le pauvre 
miserable }
Et, s'il faut, poursuivit la 
vieille charitable,
Que votre cruaut£ lui refuse un 
secours,
C'est un homme 3, porter en terre 
dans deux jours.
- Mon DieuI j'en aurais, dis'je, une
douleur bien grande.
Mais pour le secourir qu'est-ce qu'il 
me demande?
- Mon enfant, me dit-elle, il ne veut
obtenir
Que le bien de vous voir et de vous 
entretenirj 
Vos yeux peuvent eux seuls empecher 
sa ruine,
Et du mal qu'ils ont fait etre la 
midecine.
- Hllas.' volontiers, dis-jej et,
puisqu'il est ainsi,
XI peut, tant qu'il voudra, me 
venir voir ici" (512-53^)*
VoilS. comme il me vit, et re9ut 
guSrison.
Vous-meme, S votre avis, n'ai-je 
pas eu raison?
Et pouvais-je, apr&s tout, avoir 
la conscience 
De le laisser mourir faute d'une 
assistance?
Moi qui compatis tant aux gens 
qu'on fait souffrir 
Et ne puis, sans pleurer, voir 
un poulet mourir" (537-5^2).
It is evident that AgnSs' story has room for many 
non-verbal gestures (the actress who first inter­
preted the role, Mile de Brie, was quite good at 
these), as indicated by the number of curtsies ex­
changed between herself and Horacej by the lively 
dialogue with the 'entremetteuse*j and by the num­
ber of questions and exclamations inserted by AgnSs 
in her account. She uses language and movement to 
represent, and this type of representation seems to 
indicate an attempt at using a language far less 
simple than that to which she is accustomed. Her 
language expresses her personality as well as repre­
senting an eventj it is lyrical and lively as well 
as communicative. It is, in fact, becoming an es­
thetic expression rather than a direct, automatic 
reaction. She may not know what poetry is, but her 
language is moving towards an esthetic dimension 
beyond that of Arnolphe's concept of 'rime*.
In fact, she tells us her philosophy of
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life, if it may be called that. Arnolphe tells her 
that her conduct with Horace is sinful* she answerst 
"Un p§ch£, dites-vous? Et la raison, de grace?" She 
asks Arnolphe for verification, something he origi­
nally welcomed, but which now confounds him. The only 
answer he can produce is that "par ces actions le Ciel 
est courrouce." Agn&s' response to this is quite re­
markable*
"Courrouc^.' Mais pourquoi faut-il 
qu'il s'en courrouce?
C'est une chose, h§las! si plai- 
sante et si douce.
J'admire quelle joie on gofite 5 
tout cela,
Et je ne savais point encor ces 
choses-lS" (603-606).
Not only is it remarkable, it is almost 
revolutionary. AgnSs, as already seen, wants to 
learn, to know. And one of the first steps in 
learning is developing a satisfactory system of ver­
bal expression and communication. Indeed, learning 
is Agn§s’ main concern* in fact, learning what she 
did not previously know is justification for any 
conduct. And what one finds pleasant and sweet, 
what one enjoys, is necessarily good* it could not 
possibly be contrary to the moral order of the uni­
verse. This scene seems to indicate AgnSs' first 
disappointment with Arnolphe* he has failed to an­
swer her question, to live up to the role of mentor, 
to provide the link between word and thing. Since
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he is no longer useful in that respect, she must look 
elsewhere. For a second, she is exuberant, thinking 
that Arnolphe will have her married to Horace, but 
this disappears when she discovers that Arnolphe is 
talking about himself (611-629),
It is in her letter to Horace that she ex­
presses her dilemmai
"Je veux vous ecrire, et je 
suis bien en peine par ou je 
m'y prendrai. J'ai des pensees 
que je desirerais que vous sus- 
siezf mais je ne sais comment 
faire pour vous les dire, et je 
me defie de mes paroles. Gomme 
je commence S connaitre qu'on 
m'a toujours tenue dans 1*igno­
rance, j'ai peur de mettre 
quelque chose qui ne soit pas 
bien, et d'en dire plus que je
ne devrais....................
On me dit fort que tous les 
jeunes hommes sont des tromp- 
eurs, qu'il ne les faut point 
ecouter, et que tout ce que 
vous me dites n'est que pour 
m'abuserj mais je vous assure 
que je n ’ai pu encore me figu- 
rer cela de vous, et je suis 
si touch6e de vos paroles, que 
je ne saurais croire qu'elles 
soient menteuses. Dites-moi 
franchement ce qui en estj car 
enfin, comme je suis sans ma­
lice, vous auriez le plus grand 
tort du monde si vous me trom- 
piezj et je pense que j'en mour- 
rais de deplaisir" (III, iv).
Her problem, then, is that her words do
not represent her thoughts, that they may actually
say other than what she means * that is, that lan­
guage may be ambiguous. But she wants to learn,
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to know* and it is only through language, now that 
of Horace, that she is able to do so. It is because 
she is "touch§e de /ses/ paroles” that she believes 
them to be true* what provides pleasure must be good, 
and so true. The greatest obstacle in her path is 
the problem of language* once she has overcome it, 
the rest will be easy.
And she does overcome it, for in her final 
dialogue with Arnolphe, she shows a complete mastery 
of language. She says what is true, which is what 
Arnolphe had admired in her, but it is no longer 
naivete that results from this union of word and 
sentiment. She tells Arnolphe that she loves Horace* 
he answers, "Et vous avez le front de le dire & moi- 
memeJ" She counters, "Et pourquoi, s'il est vrai, 
ne le dirais-je pas" (V, iv* 1520-1522). She uses 
language as a weapon to cower Arnolphe. Every word 
she utters beats him down a little more. When he 
tells her,
"Vous fuyez 1'ignorance, et 
voulez, quoi qu'il coute, ap- 
prendre du blondin quelque 
chose" (1560-1561),
she answers,
"Sans doute. C'est de lui que 
je sais ce que je puis savoiri 
Et beaucoup plus qu'S vous je 
pense lui devoir" (1561-1563)
She next says she would love Arnolphe if 
it were in her power to do so (1584-1585)» a moot
proposition and possibly a use of language as dis­
simulation. After Arnolphe*s grotesque declaration 
of his love and abandonment of his principles (1586- 
1604), Agn£s cuts him short and completes the killi
"Tenez, tous vos discours ne me 
touchent point l'ame;
Horace avec deux mots en ferait 
plus que vous" (1605-1606).
She uses language, talking about language ('discours 
mots') to silence Arnolphe. And he is reduced to
silence; language has failed him; he must now resort 
to physical force to detain her. The pupil has over 
come her mentorj she has learned the mastery of lan­
guage whereas he has, in a sense, unlearned his.
Arnolphe, at the play's beginning, was an 
accomplished master of language. Chrysale tells us 
that Arnolphe is known everywhere for his verbal 
portraits of cuckolds (I, i; 15-20); Arnolphe ob­
ligingly sketches a few of these portraits (21-^2), 
finishing with the following;
"Enfin ce sont partout des sujets 
de satire;
Et comme spectateur, ne puis-je pas 
en rire" (^3-^*0?
He is satirist and spectator; the combination is 
unusual in that Arnolphe 'laughs' by creating ver­
bal representations of the comic subjects. It is 
through language that he laughs, certainly one of 
the most highly developed uses possible of the ver­
bal medium. This verbal laughter must be shared;
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it must be presented to others by the very fact that 
it is language and so communication. Arnolphe’s 
language thus represents, communicates, and fulfils 
a moral and esthetic function (the artistic exposure 
of cuckolds), as well as fulfilling a personal need 
for expression which might otherwise be satisfied 
by laughter.
Arnolphe's use of language does not stop 
there; he goes so far as to change his name to Mon­
sieur de la Souche. Besides showing his bourgeois 
vanity, making possible Horace's mistake and so the
13play's action, and providing a comic note by itself, J 
this name change also coincides with Arnolphe's 
highly civilized mastery of language. If one has 
mastered the social and esthetic functions of lan­
guage, why not go beyond the confines of the given 
structure of language and rename objects already 
possessing names? The representation of a certain 
object by a certain word is obviously a prerequisite 
for any effective use of language; to rename objects 
is to change the structure of language at its base 
and therefore to make an indelible mark on the lin­
guistic phenomenon itself. If the name 'de la Souche' 
indicates that Arnolphe sees himself as the first of 
his lineage*, as another Adam, then the act of naming
*Hubert, op. cit., p. 72, note 7.
is another manifestation of this analogy with Adam# 
However, whereas Adam had his name given to him be­
fore being permitted to name the other creatures, 
Arnolphe begins by renaming himself - an action 
which identifies him with God as well as with the
Ikfirst man.
It is precisely with the name change 
that Arnolphe's fortunes begin to descend. With 
Horace, he must use language as dissimulationj Ho­
race must not discover that he is M. de la Souche, 
while AgnSs must know him only by that name. In­
deed, a strange tension is created between Arnolphe 
and M. de la Souche. By re-naming himself, Arnolphe 
has created another verbal representation of himself. 
But it is far from the desired representation, as 
he discovers from Horace: M. de la Souche is 'ridi­
cule', 'fou', 'jaloux a faire rire', and 'sot'
(I, iv). Arnolphe, of course, is unable to defend 
de la Souche's reputation and, since Horace consi­
ders Arnolphe his friend, Arnolphe is forced to as­
sume a different attitude when he is Arnolphe and 
when he is de la Souche. The two names have pro­
duced two objects, occupying the same space.
It is with the realization that he loves 
AgnSs that Arnolphe exhibits another use of lan­
guage! it becomes the vehicle for the direct ex­
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pression of his sentiments, first to himself (III, vi 
"Et cependant je l'aime, aprSs ce lSche tour,/Jusqu'3. 
ne me pouvoir passer de cet amour" 7998-99^7-)» then 
to Agn3s (Consid§re par 13. 1'amour que j'ai pour toi,/ 
Et, me voyant si bon, en revanche aime-moi /V, iv; 
1582-158^27). It is true that his declaration of love 
is grotesque and ridiculous; it is nonetheless a di­
rect expression of sentimenti language and feeling 
coincide; language, at this point, represents what 
the speaker wants it to. However, the speech situ­
ation depends on the listener as well as the speak­
er; when Agn3s rebukes him, Arnolphe's words repre­
sent anger (another direct expression of feeling) 
and then vengeance against Horace (V, vii), When 
Arnolphe is finally beaten, he leaves the stage 
"tout transport! et ne pouvant parler", except for 
a final 'Ouf!1
From a position of a highly civilized
control of language, Arnolphe has regressed to a
state of incoherence, in which his verbal facility
has been reduced to what could only be compared to
the 'cri de nature', the most primitive form of
15language in classical language theory. J In des­
cending to this level, Arnolphe has used language 
as dissimulation, then as direct expression of 
feeling (love, frustration, anger). The descent 
is quite regular and brings him to a point far
below the original state of AgnSs. The master of 
language has become the victim of incoherence!
AgnSs, the verbal cripple, has learned to use lan­
guage to crush her tormentor.
L'Ecole des Femmes seems then to present 
the problem of language on a grand scale. Language 
begins, evolves, and reaches a point of civilized 
perfection. It may also regress from that position 
to the basic cry of nature, or primitive incoherence 
Between the primitive and civilized manifestations 
of language is a variety of possibilities! communi­
cation, dissimulation, esthetic speech, and repre­
sentation of various sentiments and thoughts.
What Moli^re seems to have accomplished 
L'Ecole des Femmes is a representation of lan­
guage by itselfi dramatic language represents the 
vast variety and possibility of representative 
language. However, this representation of language 
by itself produces ambiguity, therefore different 
interpretations by different spectators, and finally 
the celebrated Querelle.
La Critique de 1 'Ecole des Femmes is a 
dramatized conversation! as such, it emphasizes 
the importance of language. And the principal cri­
ticisms offered by the play's detractors deal pri­
marily with its use of language, such as 'obsclnitSs 
anti-feminist slurs, and the like. The play's most
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sophisticated detractor, Lysidas, objects to the too
frequent use of words instead of action*
"....dans cette comSdie-lS, 
il ne se passe point d'actions, 
et tout consiste en des recits 
que vient faire ou AgnSs ou 
Horace” (sc. vi).
Dorante, the play's defender, replies that 
"les recits eux-memes y sont des actions.” This de­
fense of language as dramatic action is seconded by 
Uraniei
"Pour moi, je trouve que la 
beauty de L'Ecoles des femmes 
consiste dans cette confidence 
perpetuelle."
She perceives an esthetic unity in the play 
based on the characters' use of 'rScits' which create 
a 'confidence perpetuelle', a primarily verbal unity.
In order to defend the play, Dorante inter­
prets the objectionable words and passages as necessary 
to psychological versimilitude, demonstrating Agnes' 
naivete or Arnolphe's jealousy. It is evident that, 
to Dorante, the piay is capable of one clear, unam­
biguous interpretation, and that those who do not 
realize this are necessarily muddled. He defends 
the opinions of both the Court and the 'parterre'
(who liked the play), leaving the detractors in a 
sort of netherworld composed of pedants, prudes and 
fools (represented, of course, by his opponents in 
the Critique.)
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By defending language as dramatic action, 
and therefore as representation, MoliSre joins the 
critical and epistomological currents of his day.
His expressed ideas on the ambiguity of interpreta­
tion will have changed by the time he presents the 
definitive Tartuffe: in the interim, he will have 
studied language in another direction in La Prin­
cess^ d'Elide.
Euryale has fallen in love with the Prin- 
cesse d'Elide not from having seen her, but from 
what he has heard about her. He had seen her once 
while passing through Elide, but this first encoun­
ter had failed to win his hearti
"...,ce passage offrit la 
princesse S mes yeuxj 
Je vis tous les appas dont 
elle est revetue,
Mais de l'oeil dont on voit 
une belle statue:
Leur brillante jeunesse ob­
serve It loisir 
Ne porta dans mon ame aucun 
secret desir" (I, i; 60-64-).
He sees her as a statue, as a beautiful 
object with which love is impossible. Paradoxically, 
it is when he discovers, through her reputation, 
that her personality is similar to that of a statue 
(in that she is incapable of love), that he falls in 
love with her.
"Ce que n'avait point fait 
sa vue et sa beaute,
Le bruit de ses fiertSs en 
mon ame fit naitre
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Un transport inconnu dont je 
ne fus point maftrei 
Ge dldain si fameux eut des 
charmes secrets 
A me faire avec soin rappeler 
tous ses traitsj 
Et mon esprit, jetant de nou- 
veaux yeux sur elle,
M'em refit une image et si 
noble et si belle,
Me peignit tant de gloires et 
de telles douceurs 
A pouvoir triompher de toutes 
ses froideurs,
Que mon coeur, aux brillants 
d'une telle victoire,
Vit de sa liberte s'Svanouir 
la gloire" (I, i; 76-86).
He has fallen in love with a myth created
by language. He transfers the myth to the object to
make love possible. However, the problem remains;
how can he win her love if she is incapable of love?
He resolves on a unique tactic 1 he gives himself the
same type of reputation that the princess enjoys.
He, too, is inaccesible to the charms of love. He
thus creates a myth of himself; the confrontation
of two myths is a more equal one than that of a man
against a myth. He tells her;
"Comme j'ai fait profession 
toute ma vie de ne rien aimer, 
tous les soins que je prends ne 
vont point ofi tendent les 
autres. Je n'ai aucune pre­
tention sur votre coeur, et le 
seul honneur de la course est 
tout 1 ' avantage oil j * aspire. "
(II, iv)
This attitude focuses the princess' at­
tention on him and leads to the ultimate union of 
the two. He has made of himself a male counterpart 
to her. As Moron observes (I, ii5 III, iii), both
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'myths' are in love with themselves. The princess
falls in love with this image of herself, then learns
that Euryale is not what he has claimed to be (that
he does love her). She cannot give a ready answer
to his declaration of love} she is totally confused
when she learns the truth of his feelings*
"Seigneur, je ne sais pas 
encore ce que je veux. Don- 
nez-moi le temps d'y songer, 
je vous prie, et m ’epargnez 
un peu la confusion oft je 
suis" (V, ii).
It is assumed that she will marry Euryale, 
but that is not the psychological import of the denoue­
ment. What is important is that she has expressed a 
certain degree of 'sensibilite'. The final dance 
celebrates, not the love of the princess and Euryale, 
but "le changement du coeur de la princesse." The 
myth has been humanized, and this is cause enough 
for celebration.
She has been humanized, but by falling 
out of love. As long as she saw Euryale as the re­
flection of herself, she could love him (or love her­
self through him). Once she sees that he is not that 
reflection, she can no longer love him. The ensuing 
confusion comes from her witnessing the destruction 
of her own image. It is the realization of her falli­
bility that creates her confusion and her 'changement 
du coeur.1
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This play would seem to suggest that the 
success of a myth depends on an affinity between 
mythical language and mythical object a system of 
’ressemblances', which is at first valid for the prin­
cess. Euryale, however, represents himself as a mythj 
he uses representative language where she conforms to 
'ressemblance'. The clash of the two leads to the 
dissolution of both myths. This is relatively in­
consequential to 'representation', but traumatic 
to 'ressemblance'.
The relationship of language and myth is 
continued in Tartuffe. In a sense, this play is used 
to strengthen an existing myth, that of the infalli­
bility of royal authority mentioned at the play's 
end. In another sense, the play attempts to demon­
strate the possibility of an unambiguous interpre­
tation. It was mentioned earlier that the preface 
to Tartuffe demonstrates Moliere's concern with the 
problem of linguistic ambiguityj it is for this rea­
son that he uses "tout l'art et tous les soins" 
possible to point out the hypocrite's true cha­
racter.
The first two acts of the play are devoted 
to defining Tartuffe. An image of Tartuffe is pro­
jected to the spectators so that, when he finally 
appears, there is no doubt that he is a lecherous 
hypocrite. He has been defined as such by rational,
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sensible people. He is defended only by Orgon and 
Mme Pernelle, both of whom are too ridiculous to be 
taken seriously. In two acts, a 'Tartuffe-myth' is 
created. When he does appear, there is no way in 
which he could belie the myth. He is the victim of 
a conspiracy manipulated by Nloli^re, the other char­
acters, and, at the play's end, by the King himself, 
the ultimate authority.
Much of Tartuffe's power comes from his 
own manipulation of language; Orgon and Mme Pernelle 
equate his words with divine truth, and Elmire is 
embarassingly unable to contradict his casuistry.
Even Cleante, supposedly the most reasonable char­
acter in the play, does not fare too well in verbal 
competition with Tartuffe. Cleante demands that 
Tartuffe leave the household; Tartuffe gives reli­
gious reasons for not doing so; instead of contra­
dicting those reasons, Cl§ante continues to repeat 
the same demands until Tartuffe, probably bored 
more than intimidated, excuses himself for a 'devoir 
pieux' (IV, i). Indeed, Tartuffe's command of lan­
guage is so efficient that it is only when Orgon 
sees him trying to seduce his spouse that he realizes 
he has been duped.
Tartuffe is defined verbally so exten­
sively that a Tartuffe-myth is created; much of his 
power depends upon his skillful use of language; at
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the play's end, he is thrown into silence by the words 
of the exempt, the King's official voice. The power 
of language is thus emphasized throughout the play.
The fact that the first two acts are de­
voted to defining Tartuffe indicates that MoliSre's 
intent was to establish an affinity between the name 
and the personnage. That is, he is trying to return 
to 'ressemblance' in order to avoid the ambiguities 
of 'representation', which must have accounted in 
large part for his troubles with the first two ver­
sions of Tartuffe. The unmasking of Tartuffe by 
the voice of royal authority verifies the myth and 
the affinity between word and object.
The play, however, is not a voluntary 
return to 'ressemblance'; as already noted, MoliSre 
rejects 'ressemblance' in the preface to Tartuffe.
And Tartuffe, having been defined, should logically 
be a 'type' in every conceivable way. However, 
his use of language is not in terms of 'ressem- 
blance'. He uses language according to the situation 
in which he finds himselfi if necessary, he will 
tell Orgon the truth about himself (III, vi), know­
ing that Orgon will misinterpret it; he uses casuis­
try whenever necessary and, of course, pious terms 
whenever they seem to be called for. He uses lan­
guage to represent whatever he wants represented 
at the moment; in this way, his language is a mani-
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festation of his personal liberty, a series of ex­
istential acts that are silenced only by the voice 
of ultimate authority. He thus resembles Dorn Juan, 
who will retain his freedom of representation until 
death. Tartuffe thereby creates a tension between 
'ressemblance' and 'representation', a tension be­
tween the myth of Tartuffe and the man himself.
If this interpretation is correct, then 
it can easily be seen that Tartuffe is, in a sense, 
Moliere's representative. The actor is also a hy­
pocrite; his profession demands that he appear, on 
stage at least, to be what he is not,* Like Tar­
tuffe, Moliere must use language to exert an in­
fluence on others. Again like Tartuffe, Moliere's 
freedom of representation is limited by certain 
authorities. And, as Moli§re tells us in his pre­
face, there are those who associate the word 'come- 
die* with debauchery; they thus define Moliere in 
terms of 'ressemblance' as Tartuffe is defined in 
the play.
Dorn Juan also begins with the definition 
of a myth. In fact, Dorn Juan is defined thricet 
first by Sganarelle (I, i), who sees his master 
as a base creature of instinct, an oversexed atheist 
who copulates with any available woman; next, DornA
*Incidentally, the word 'hypocrite* derives 
from a Greek word meaning 'actor'.
Juan defines himself as a lover of beauty and par­
ticularly of the charms of first love, thus account 
ing for his constant change of partners (I, ii); fi 
nally, he tells us of a young couple he has just 
seen and reveals that his love of the woman came 
about through jealousy of their mutual happiness 
(I, ii). Two interpretations of the Dorn Juan myth 
are thus suggested, as well as one possible motive 
for his actsj the remainder of the play does not 
appear to validate any one, so that the ambiguity 
of interpretation remains.
As previously mentioned, Dorn Juan, like 
Tartuffe, uses language as a representation of his 
personal liberty. This, indeed, could well be an 
effect of the ambiguity of representative languages 
if language is ambiguous, its function as valid 
communication is suspect; however, its function 
as freedom remains valid.
Dorn Juan, then, succeeds where Tartuffe 
fails; he represents himself as freedom until the 
end. He too is defeated, but by such an artificial 
device that the validity of his freedom remains.
One of the letters defending the play points out 
that "il est de l'essence de la piece que le foudre 
§crase quelqu'un";̂  Dorn Juan, of course, is the 
most likely 'quelqu'un'.
What Moliere accomplishes in Dorn Juan,
it seems to me, is to create a myth using represen­
tative language. In doing so, he utilizes the ambi­
guity of representative language to suggest the ambi­
guity of myth. If a myth is understood in terms of 
'ressemblance', it must have an affinity with a 
higher truth. If it is interpreted in terms of 're­
presentation', it is no more than a necessarily am­
biguous attempt to represent the undefinable. And 
Dom Juan is undefinablei his manifestation of per­
sonal liberty prevents him from being categorized.
In the personnage of Sganarelle, Dom Juan 
also ridicules the myths of contemporary society. 
Rochemont, the play's most virulent enemy, saw quite
clearly and correctly that Sganarelle was the sole
17defender of accepted social values. 1 More re­
cently, it has been demonstrated that Sganarelle
is a caricature of the raisonneur and therefore a
18device to satirize the spectators' values.
By returning to representative language 
and emphasizing its ambiguity, MoliSre has provi­
ded a dramatic refutation of the 'ressemblance' im­
posed upon Tartuffe. He has also avenged himself 
upon the censors of Tartuffe and, by suggesting a 
novel dramatic approach to the representation of 
myth, he has opened new possibilities for future 
work on that subject. Most importantly perhaps 
is that he has insisted upon the validity of his
own freedom of expression.
In L ’Amour M€decin, Moli&re appears to 
exploit the satirical possibilities of representa­
tive language, with medicine as the target. Medi­
cine itself is called a 'pompeux galimatias', a 
form of verbal nonsense that representas nothing.
It is in Le Misanthrope, as was seen earlier, that 
Moli&re returns to the relationship between 'res­
semblance' and 'representation'.
Alceste becomes a representation of 
'ressemblance'> the others remain representations 
of complacency, coquettishness, hypocrisy and sin­
cerity. These multiple aspects of representation 
would seem to help in understanding the play’s 
expressed purpose, to "parler contre les moeurs 
de ce si&cle." It is a representation of and a- 
gainst the age of representation. As such, it may 
be the highest point in Moli&re's use of language 
as representation.
The possibility of myth returns in the 
character of Myrtil in Melicerte, but is left un­
finished with the play. Myrtil loves Melicerte, 
but his supposed father, Lycarsis, objects to their 
union, preferring that Myrtil choose between DaphnS 
and EroxSne. Myrtil speaks to Lycarsis and, by a 
skillful use of words, convinces him to permit the 
marriage of Myrtil and Melicerte. However, another
complication arisesi Nicandre arrives to announce 
that the King has chosen Melicerte as his bride.
At this point, the play ends.
In the play, language is condensed into 
a coming 'aveu', an anticipated declaration by some­
one of something. At the end of Act I, we wait for 
Myrtil's 'aveu' as to his choice of a bridej at the 
end of Act IT, we wait for further explanations by 
Nicandre as well as for Melicerte's declaration.
This anticipation seems to unite dramatic language
19with dramatic timet both move toward the future.
This movement towards the future is emphasized by 
the incompleteness of the playi by remaining without 
an end, it projects language and time towards infi­
nity. In this way, its incompleteness becomes a 
valid structural element. In Le Sicilien, the use 
of incipient verse seems to be an attempt to unite 
poetry and prose in order to develop a new dimen­
sion of dramatic language. It studies the relation­
ship between what is seen, what is said, and what is 
done in what appears to be primarily an esthetic ex­
periment. In Amphitryon, MoliSre returns to the 
treatment of myth.
In dedicating this play to the Grand 
Cond§, Moli§re writesi "Le nom du GRAND CONDE est 
un nom trop glorieux pour le traiter comme on fait 
tous les autres noms." This emphasis on the rela-
tionship of name and person signals the identical 
theme in the play, just as it suggests two levels 
of language.
The two levels of language are brought 
out in the prologue. In his talk with the goddess 
La Nuit, Mercure is toldi ”11 est de certains mots 
dont l'usage rabaisse/Cette sublime quality /of di- 
vinity/i/E't Que* pour leur indignite,/ll est bon 
qu'aux hommes on laisse" (v. 15-19)• The gods 
speak in one manner, men in another. In the same 
prologue, Mercure speaks of the relativity of the 
word/object situation: "....suivant ce qu’on peut
etre,/Les choses changent de nom” (130-131). These 
two important themes reflect both a philosophical 
view of language (in the word/object relationship) 
and a comic possibility of language (the differen­
tiation of two levels of language, one sublime and 
one 'indigne’).
A third possibility of language is sug­
gested by Sosie in his first encounter with Mer- 
cure. He is asked: "Quel est ton sort, dis-moi?"
and answers: "D'etre homme, et de parler" (309-310).
There is a comic intent in Sosie's answer, yet the 
answer suggests more than comedy. It has been sug­
gested that this scene is a dramatic rebuttal of
20Descartes' cogitioi it is interesting that, for 
Descartes and his followers, it would be redundant
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to say that one is a man and that one speaks» to be a
21man is to be capable of speech, and vice-versa. In 
the development of this scene, however, Sosie is re­
duced to a state in which his very existence is put 
into question. By beating him, Mercure forces him 
to admit that he is not Sosiej by telling him of 
events that only Sosie himself could know, Mercure 
almost has him convinced that he is not Sosie. He 
is reduced to a state of superfluous existence, in 
which he knows he exists only by his conscienceness 
of himself. What he says about himself is no longer 
valid, as a stronger and smarter Sosie has replaced 
him. He had used language to identify and define 
himselfj this use of language is now invalid. Sosie 
is divested of his historical identity and is aware 
only of his physical self and the necessity that he 
be something. (512). Once his verbal definition of 
his historical self is suspect, so must be all of his 
other verbal manifestations.
This superfluity of his own words seems 
to affect Sosie in his first encounter with Amphi­
tryon (II, i). He tells his masteri
"Mais, de peur d 'incongrulte,
Dites-moi, de grace, S l'avance,
De quel air il vous plait que ceci 
soit traite.
Parlerai-je, monsieur, selon ma 
conscience,
Ou comme auprSs des grands on le 
voit usite?
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Paut-il dire la vSritS,
Ou bien user de complaisance"?
(706-712)
Since what he says has been proven to be invalid, 
he need say only that which will benefit him the 
most. If Amphitryon will beat him because of the 
'truth', he can easily say something else that his 
master would prefer to hear. For Sosie, language 
has lost its validity as representation of expe­
rience} he will say whatever will keep him out of 
trouble.
When Amphitryon refuses to believe Sosie's
story of a double, the valet's reaction is an apartei
"Tous les discours sont des sottises,
Partant d'un homme sans Sclati
Ge serait paroles exquises 
Si c'itait un grand qui parl&t".
(839-842)
Again, the difference in levels of language is in­
dicated, this time on the level of caste. As Sosie's
words appear ridiculous to Amphitryon, so Amphitryon's 
appear ridiculous to the gods. From this point of 
view, there are at least two levels of comic lan­
guage in the play» Sosie's in relationship to that 
of Amphitryon} Amphitryon's in relationship to that 
of the gods.
At the play's end, it is again Sosie who 
voices the problem>
"Et l'on me des-Sosie enfin 
Comme on vous des-Amphitryonne."
(1860-1861)
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Sosie and Amphitryon have lost not only 
their names, but all that is related to the names: 
their identities before others. When word and object 
are separated, the object exists, paradoxically, as 
a nearly pure subjectivityi Sosie knows that he is 
something, but no one else seems to know it.
When Jupiter appears as himself, he tells
Amphitryon:
"Mon nom, qu'incessamment toute 
la terre adore,
Etouffe ici les bruits aui pou- 
vaient eclater" (I896-I897) .
Once Jupietr takes his valid name, Am­
phitryon automatically regains his. Word and ob­
ject are reunited, as they were separated, by the 
will of the gods. When Jupiter justifies his love- 
making to AlcmSne, Sosie realizes the ambiguity of 
the situation: "Le seigneur Jupiter sait dorer la
pilule" (1913)- Again, the different levels of lan­
guage are indicated. What would be called adultery 
and dishonor in human terms becomes 'paroles exquises' 
in the mouth of a god. Indeed, it is at this point 
that the two different uses of language coincide.
The union of word and object is, in the last ana­
lysis, determined by he who speaks on the most con­
vincing level of language, that of authoritative 
rhetoric.
Sosie's last words, which close the play,
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admonish all to silencei
"Sur telles affaires, toujours 
Le meilleur est de ne rien dire,"
(1942-1943)
The representative aspect of language has 
been so put into doubt that, even though word and ob­
ject have apparently been re-integrated, it would be 
unsatisfactory to attempt a verbal representation of 
the event. Mortals may be unable to "dorer la pi­
lule" as well as Jupiterj the alternative is not to 
trust one's words and to remain silent.
The word/object situation is interrupted, 
then restored, by the gods, the highest authority 
over men. However, the gods' authority is not a 
necessary one, as Mercure suggests during the pro­
logue 1
"Et je ne puis vouloir, dans 
mon destin fatal,
Aux poetes assez de mal 
De leur impertinence extreme,
D'avoir, par une injuste loi 
Dont on veut maintenir 1 'usage,
A chaque dieu, dans son emploi,
Donne quelque allure en partage,
Et de me laisser a pied, moi,
Comme un messager de village..."
(24-32)
If the gods hold authority over men. it 
is because the poets have granted them the meams to 
this authority. This dependence of the gods upon 
poets suggests the key to an interpretation of the 
play in relationship to mythology. Poets are crea­
tors of mythj myths hold power over men. And men,
of course, produce poets. The character closest to
a poet in this play is, strangely enough, Sosie. It
is he who is concerned with the problem of language
and who sees through the established mythologyi Mer-
cure is more of a devil than a godi
"Le Ciel de m'approcher t'ote 
& jamais l'envie!
Ta fureur s'est par trop achar- 
n£e aprSs moi 
Et je ne vis de iifa vie 
Un dieu plus diable que toi."
(1886-1889)
And Jupiter, as previously noted, justifies illicit 
conduct through the prerogatives of power. It is 
Sosie who realizes the superfluity of words and who 
is willing to alter them as necessary. This pre­
occupation with language marks Sosie as the poten­
tial poet, as well as actual buffoon, of the play.
Antoine Adam is of the opinion that 
Sosie speaks for Molilre the tiring dramatist.*
It is likewise possible that Sosie speaks for Mo— 
liSre the poet and farceur. As Sosie recognizes 
the contradictions apparent in the words and con­
duct of the gods, so MoliSre dramatizes the con­
tingency of accepted mythology.
In George Dandin, mythology is put to 
rest. Dandin accepts the myth of nobility; the So-
*Adam, op. cit., p. 366.
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tenville couple demonstrates the invalidity of that 
myth. Dandin accepts the myth of marriagej AngSlique 
soon convinces him of the folly of such an idea. Dan­
din accepts the myth of religion* he calls on Heaven 
to help him in his dilemma ("0 Ciel, seconds mes des- 
seins, et m'accorde la gr&ce de faire voir aux gens 
que l'on me dSshonore" </Tl, viii7*), and soon disco­
vers that he is dealing with an empty word, a mean­
ingless myth* Devoid of the myths on which his ex­
istence is based, Dandin must seek annihilation.
In treating the relationship between 
language and myth, MoliSre seems to have realized 
that a myth, to be accepted, must rely on a system 
of 'ressemblances'. It must possess an affinity 
with some higher truth or absolute reality. As 
we have seen in Dom Juan, he reinterprets myth in 
terms of representative language and thus colors 
it with ambiguity, which first weakens and then 
destroys its validity. Once Molilre becomes aware 
of the ambiguity of language, he applies it to 
mythology, thereby annihilating it.
L'Avare, as was mentioned earlier, dra­
matizes a possible escape from the ambiguities and 
(in Harpagon's case) the madness of representative
*11, ix, in many editions.
language. By identifying himself with his 'cassette 
and becoming a total object, Harpagon returns to 
’ressemblance' on a non-verbal level. Monsieur de 
Pourceaugnac carries 'ressemblance* to its ultimate 
limits and, by suggesting that shch a system may 
produce cruelty and victimage, demonstrates its in­
validity.
Les Amants magnifiques displays a curious 
use of language. As this play is a little known one 
a summary of the relevant action seems called for.
Sostrate loves the princess Eriphilej Cli 
tidas discovers his infatuation, but promises not to 
tell the princess, for "le langage des yeux et des 
soupirs se fait entendre, mieux qu'& tout autre, £ 
celle & qui il s'adresse." Sostrate agrees to let 
the princess devine the truth if she can, but warns 
Clitidasi "...gardons bien cue par nulle autre voix 
elle en apprenne jamais rien." The language of the 
eyes, not of the voice, must dominate; Sostrate 
doubts that this will happen, as his announced in­
tention is to "mourir sans declarer ma passion." It 
is not the language of words that should attempt to 
convey his love, but the visual language of the eyes
Clitidas, howveer, will not be content 
with letting visual signs do the work; he reveals 
to Eriphile that he has discovered Sostrate's sec­
ret (II, ii). She agrees with Sostrate that love
is not to be verbalized! "....c'est par son seul 
respect qu'il peut me plaire; et, s'il etait si 
hardi que de me declarer son amour, il perdrait 
pour jamais et ma presence et mon estime."
The princess, however, breaks her own 
rule; she verbalizes her love to Sostrate, who re­
plies in kind (IV, iv) ; language represents love 
(again, 'ressemblance', suggested by the language 
of the eyes, gives way to 'representation'), but 
too latei by the machinations of the astrologer 
Amaxarque, Eriphile's mother, Aristione, believes 
that the gods want her to give her daughter to 
whoever saves her (Aristione's) life - and Anax- 
arque has arranged a false attack to permit another 
rival to do just that. Aristione has been convinced 
by visual signs (the apparition) of Venus) to act in 
a certain manner; the visual sign, however, loses 
its validity, as it is Sostrate who, by coincidence, 
saves Aristione from a wild boar. The conditions 
set forth by the gods (albeit falsified) have thus 
been met, so the denouement satisfies all those who 
deserve satisfaction.
The interaction of language and visual 
signs, with language eventually dominating in its 
representative capacity, is of particular interest 
in this play, as it is predominantly a visual at­
traction. The King had specifically ordered "un
divertissement qui fut composS de tous ceux que le 
theatre peut fournir." And, when the play was per­
formed at the ComSdie Frangaise in 195^» it was pri­
marily as a visual spectacle.
Indeed, the verbal aspect of the play 
would seem only incidental to the splendid scenery, 
elaborate machinery, magnificent costumes and dances 
of the total spectacle. The presentation of lan­
guage as more valid than visual signs is almost a 
disharmony, a blatant contradiction, in such a set­
ting. It may be more, however, than disharmony; 
it may well be a revolt by MoliSre the poet, an af­
firmation of the validity of verbal creation in the 
face of the evident supremacy of visual represen­
tation. The farceur ceases to be a farceur, and 
sneaks as a poet - perhaps irrationally, yet with 
conviction. It would be the ultimate paradox if 
this, probably his least-commented play, should 
reveal one of his most important acts; a revolt 
against the mechanical and visual aspects of the 
theatre; a revolt that, in context, is patently 
absurd.
The title of Le Bourgeois gentilhomme
indicates a socio-linguistic impossibilityi a 'bour-
22geois* cannot be a *gentilhomme1. However, the
effect of contradictions disappear when the ambi­
guity of language becomes dominant. And Jourdain 
is infatuated with the possibilities of language;
this is indicated early in the play when he calls 
his lackeysi when they appear and ask what he wants, 
he answersi "Rien, C'est pour voir si vous m'en- 
tendez bien" (I, ii). This interest in language 
is again emphasized in the phonetics lesson that he 
receives from his 'maitre de philosophie' (II, iv)j 
his eagerness to associate the word of a nobleman 
with his acts ("II ^orante/m'a jure sa foi de
gentilhomme"..... "Je vous dis qu'il me tiendra
parole, j'en suis sur"/lll, iii7 »)} and his admi­
ration for the 'Turkish' language (IV, iv),
Indeed, what Jourdain wants most of all 
is to be called a nobleman, to be represented ver­
bally as such. This is what Covielle does in re­
lationship to Jourdain's father, redefining him as 
a 'gentilhomme' who happened to give clothing mate­
rial to his friends for money (IV, iii)t
"Lui marchandJ C'est pure de- 
disance, il ne l'a jamais ete.
Tout ce qu'il faisait, c'est 
qu'il £tait fort obligeant, 
fort officieuxj et comme il se 
connaissait fort bien en Stoffes, 
il en allait choisir de tous les 
cotes, les faisait apporter chez 
lui, et en donnait S ses amis 
pour de 1 'argent,"
The same thing, of course, is done to Jourdaim
the 'marchand' becomes a 'mamamouchi'. Jourdain
thus poses a semantic structure to which the
others eventually conformi this, of course, em-
phasizes the representativity of language and the 
means by which it is modifiable. In fact, Jour­
dain re-originates language according to contempo­
rary theories of its origim
"Ceux qui devaient vivie dans 
un mime pays et en soci^tl 
/Gassendi tells us/, ont dQ, 
afin de se pouvoir signifier 
la meme chose les uns aux 
autres, convenir de la voix 
qu'il profereraient, retenant 
celle ou que le premier avait 
prononc§e, ou qui semblait avoir 
plus de beaute et d'agrlment, 
ou qui plaisait au plus grand 
nombre." ^
To live in M. Jourdain’s 'pays’ and 
partake of his bounty, the others must adhere to 
the semantic structure that he had first offeredj 
it is the most beautiful and pleasant to him, and 
eventually becomes that which pleases the greatest 
number. Jourdain has solved the problem of lan­
guage by re-inventing language. He has constructed 
a system of verbal symbiosis from which all parti­
cipants can profit.
The problem of language exists; how it 
is solved depends on who is faced with it. MoliSre 
illustrates this dramatically in Psychl, where his 
part consists of posing the problem of two verbal 
declarations (PsychS's declaration of her love and 
Amour's declaration of his identity), letting Cor­
neille resolve it as he will.
At this point, it seems worthwhile to 
emphasize certain essential elements of this study 
that have been brought out so far. Representative 
language deals with the relationship between word 
and object, between language and that to which it 
refers. For purposes of simplification, let us 
use the terminology 'word' and 'thing' to study 
this relationship. We may now say that the struc­
ture of representative language consists of a 
given number of words that refer to a given num­
ber of things; this may be schematized thuslyi
W . Wt . W n l  . . t I W / / t i t - ,  i t n l  . .  .. t1 2  rv ' 1 2  n
For language to represent adequately, it is ne­
cessary that w conform to t, w-̂  to t^, w^/tg, and 
so forth. Ambiguity occurs in such instances as 
w/t^, Wg/t, etc. Now, up to this point, it seems 
that we have seen the following possibilities of 
this formula! w/t, or the unambiguous joining of 
word and object, such as that which Alceste at­
tempts to realize, and which others, both comic 
and 'honnetes', sometimes attain (Agn§s, for ex­
ample); w/t.t^.tg, or the use of the same word to 
refer to different objects, which Philinte accom­
plishes; w,w^,w2/txx, or use s®veral words 
which may or may not coincide with a given object 
(CSlimSne); w/t , or the use of a word to represent 
what one is not (the various hypocrites); w/t be­
coming w/t, or the changing of a word without 
changing the object in question, as 'marchand' be­
coming 'mamamouchi* in reference to Wi. Jourdainj 
and finally w/t becoming t, or the substitution 
of an object for the word/object relationship, 
which is what Harpagon does. These appear to be 
the basic combinations used to this point; of 
course, they would be subject to various manipu­
lations in reference to different characters and 
plays. There is one combination, however, that 
has not yet appeared; that is w/0 or w; a situa­
tion in which language represents nothing, or no­
thingness. It is in Les Fourberies de Scapin, T 
believe, that his antics suggest that Scapin at­
tains this combination, with drastic consequences 
for representative language.
Scapin's most important 'fourberies' 
are three in numberi first, he convinces Argante 
that Octave is not to blame in the matter of his 
marriage (I, iv). Next, he extorts money from Ar­
gante and Geronte (II, v; II, vi; II, vii). Fi­
nally, he beats Glronte in the sack (III, ii).
Each of these acts is a momentary one based on the 
'rScit* of a non-factual event that could not con­
ceivably stand the slightest scrutiny. He says 
that Octave's troubles come from his wife's family, 
but his wife has no family; he tells G&ronte that
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his son has been kidnapped for ransom, which is un­
true; he tells Gironte to get in the sack to avoid 
being beaten by others, then beats him himself.
Each 'fourberie* has a momentary purpose, although 
Scapin is supposedly working towards a goal of longer 
duration; the acceptance by the fathers of their 
sons' actions. Each act possesses an element of 
gratuitousness, of accomplishment for the sake of 
its accomplishment, as a manifestation of Scapin's
personal genius. The third act is nearly a totally
ohgratuitous one; Scapin wants to avenge himself 
on Geronte because he was beaten by Leandre.'
Besides the tricks dramatized in the 
play, Scapin confesses to previous misbehavior 
(II, iii). In the past, he has stolen LSandre's 
wine and Zerbinette’s watch; also, disguised as 
a 'lopu-garou*, he has beaten Leandre. In the 
play itself, he is presented as loyal to Leandre 
and Octave; however, he had apparently once seemed 
loyal to Argante and Geronte, as they believe his 
lies when they first hear them. Scapin thus seems 
to be capable of loyalty or disloyalty depending 
on the situation. He will serve whatever 'master' 
has a problem, even if it means betraying another 
'master'. And he will serve himself, whenever 
possible, to whoever's bounty. In this sense, 
he is as gratuitous as his 'fourberies'.
If language is primarily representation, 
and if it is incapable of valid representation, then 
it is necessarily gratuitous. Scapin thus uses it 
as pure creatiom his language is a creative verbal 
representation of nothingness. This use of language 
is a dramatic example of the phenomonological posi­
tion that "existence creates la parole as an empi-
2 *>rical support of its own non-being.” ' Scapin's 
language is an esthetic expression of his own genius 
rather than an attempted representation of ’truth’. 
In fact, when he is forced to tell the ’truth’ (II, 
iii), he recounts a series of crimes. The only 
truth that language represents is an ugly one;
this is hardly in line with Boileau's esthetic
2 6doctrine and so would explain his dislike of the 
play. It is also counter to the tradition of 'bien- 
seance’, which might partially explain its luke­
warm reception by the public. However, its dra­
matizing of the ineffectiveness of language as re­
presentation would be sufficient to assure it a 
quite limited public. Language fails as repre­
sentation; its only value is the purely esthetic 
or exploitative one. The reasons for this failure 
have been outlined in reference to previous playsi 
language represents, and representation produces 
ambiguity; that ambiguity is strong enough to des­
troy the validity of representation; language be-
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comes valid only in its esthetic and limited practical 
functions.
This interpretation of Scapin is, I 
realize, contrary to that of most. Antoine Adam, 
for example, finds that this play marks an end to 
the 'rire amer' found in plays such as L 1Avare,
George D and in, and Monsieur de Pourceaugnac. I 
would suggest that the 'rire amer' has become a 
'rire vide' in Scapin, as Scapin's existence seems 
based upon the non-existence of 'truth', or the 
truth of nothingness. On the conceptual level, 
it appears as a complete rejection of seventeenth- 
century values, offering little or nothing in their 
place.
Les Fourberies de Scapin is followed 
by La Comtesse d'Escarbagnas, a play that has a 
curious structural similarity to La Critique de 
1 'Ecole des femmes. Like the Critique, it is a 
one-act play, of a primarily conversational nature.
It emphasizes the idea of comedy, and has a pre­
arranged ending (a comedy, whereas the Critique 
ended with supper). Although La Comtesse is not 
as clearly didactic as La Critique, it does suggest 
certain pertinent data for this study. The impor­
tance of language is emphasized! the Countess dis­
covers that the language of Paris does not repre­
sent the same things once she returns to the pro-
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vinces; the relativity of representative language 
is thus suggested. The Countess also enjoys a 
symbiotic situation similar to that of M. Jourdain; 
she is surrounded by suitors and sycophants. How­
ever, this symbiosis is destroyed once the other 
characters undergo a change of heart or of fortune, 
and the Countess is left with the least attractive 
suitor, watching a comedy. The symbiotic situation 
fails when it becomes subject to duration and change; 
its only validity is in the non-temporal world of 
the theatre. The one remaining solution to the am­
biguity of 'reprlsentation', that of symbiosis, 
is thus disposed of in this play. Its structural 
sibling, La Critique, had marked MoliSre's formal 
entrance into the world of 'representation'; La 
Comtesse is his exit from that same world.
'Representation* is still utilized to 
some extent in Les Femmes savantes, but only to 
accentuate its invalidity. This play presents a 
conflict between two aspects of representative 
language, its use as abstraction (Armande and Phi- 
laminte), and its concrete representation of prac­
tical concerns (Henriette and Chrysale).
Armande and Philaminte would use language 
to represent the abstract qualities of the mind, 
believing that language "sait rSgenter jusqu'aux 
rois," and thus is a means to power. Henriette
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and her father use language to represent, respectively, 
the sexual and digestive capacities of the body. In 
the course of the play, both Armande and Henriette 
recognize the futility of their semantic structures 
and try to change them. Rather than lose Clitandre, 
Armande offers to be his wife (IV, iij 1235-1240); 
that is, she is willing to abandon her abstract 
language structure for a more concrete relationship. 
Henriette, on the other hand, utilizes the abstract 
language structure to try to dissuade Trissotin 
from marrying her (V, i). Both Armande and Hen­
riette fail, and must wait for the contrivances of 
Ariste to see a satisfactory resolution.
This last dramatization of the inadequacy 
of representative language is not the most important 
element in this play, as we shall see in the chapter 
dealing with 'signification'. Likewise, Le Malade 
imaginaire, although it may present certain aspects 
of representative language, goes well beyond 'repre­
sentation' and so will be considered later. At this 
point, it seems best to summarize Moli&re's treat­
ment of representative language as it has been out­
lined so far.
Once MoliSre leaves the earlier farces, 
he begins to abandon the viewpoint of 'ressemblance'.
He experiments with representative language until, 
in Les Facheux, he isolates it as the chief drama-
tic element. Then, in L'Ecole des femmes, he pre­
sents the possibilities of representative language 
as spectacles this representation of representative 
language produces ambiguity; MoliSre denies this 
ambiguity in La Critique, but is well aware of it 
in the preface to Tartuffe. It is also in the 
Critique that he tells us that language is a form 
of dramatic action, and therefore representation.
The relationship of language and myth 
is first treated in La Princesse d'Elide and then 
in Tartuffe; in Dorn Juan, representative language 
is substituted for mythical language, and mythology 
is shown to be ambiguous. The ambiguity of myth 
is presented in Amphitryon; myth is seen to derive 
from poetry and thus to be dependent on poets. In 
George Dandin, the ambiguity of myth has rendered 
it meaningless and therefore annihilated it.
Once it is seen that ambiguity is fatal 
to myth, that same ambiguity returns to represen­
tative language. The gratuitousness of language, 
deriving from its ambiguity, was first demonstrated 
in Dorn Juan and then by cSlimSne in Le Misanthrope. 
Possible solutions to the problem of ambiguity 
include suicide (George Dandin), a return to 'res­
semblance ’ and its various developments (ridicule 
for Alceste, madness and/or solitude for Harpagon, 
victimage in Pourceaugnac), and the re-invention
of language in a situation of verbal symbiosis 
(Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme). Finally, in Scapin, 
the invalidity of representative language is de­
finitively dramatized. This, by analogy, suggests 
the invalidity of the entire age of representation 
In La Comtesse d'Escarbagnas, MoliSre fills in a 
few details and makes his formal exit from the 
epistomological current of his contemporaries.
Once 'ressemblance' and 'representation 
are rejected, MoliSre is left with two choicesi 
the first would be to repeat himself in his fol­
lowing playsj the second is to ascertain whether 
or not other possibilities of language exist. It 
is the latter choice that he makes, the result of 
which, as I hope to demonstrate, is a dramatic 
leap into the heretofore unexplored realm of lan­
guage as meaning.
NOTES TO CHAPTER III
See chapter I, note 8. Scherer quotes 
d'Aubignac to this effecti Sellstrom quotes Scaliger 
as well as d'Aubignac, and W. G. Moore summarizes
thuslyi " for the French, the sole and entire
vehicle of dramatic action is the spoken word" (op. 
cit., p. 53)*
oBurke (op. cit.) has already been men­
tioned,* his view of language as dramatic action is 
termed 1dramatism'. Jean-Paul Sartre also sees lan­
guage as action, as a form of 'engagement *, in 
Situations II, Qu'est-ce que la littlrature? Galli- 
mard (ParisTT 1^*8, p. 73*
-̂ This is the starting point of Chomsky’s 
Cartesian Linguistics (see chapter I, note 1).
k .Philip E. Lewis, op. cit. (chapter I,
note 4).
^Micheline Sakharoff, "L'Etourdi de Mo- 
liSre, ou l'§cole des innocents", in The French Re­
view, vol. XXLIII, no. 2, Dec. 1969, pp. 240-248.
^MoliSre, Oeuvres completes, op. cit.,
p. 100.
^J. D. Hubert, MoliSre and the Comedy of 
Intellect. University of CaliforniaPress (Berkely; 
Los Angeles), 1962, p. 47.
8Ibid., p. 53*
^Adam, op. cit., p. 276.
■^Our position here is that, whatever else 
the raisonneur*s role might be, it is also that of a 
representative of the spectator's moral viewpoint.
This view is held by Moore, Lancaster, Guicharnaud, 
and others. For a summary of attitudes taken in in­
terpreting the raisonneur, see Francis L. Lawrence, 
Moli&ret The Comedy of Unreason. Tulane Studies in 
Romance Languages and Literature, no. 2, Tulane 
University (New Orleans), 1968, pp. 23-33*
■^Hubert (op. cit., p. 49) recognizes the 
discrepancy between Anste's age and his acts, but re­
frains from drawing the l&gical conclusion that Ariste 
is a comic character.
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12Jacques Guicharnaud, in his introduction 
to Moli&rei A Collection of Critical Essays (cited 
in chapter II, note 1), dwells at length on the psycho­
logical importance of this play (pp. 5-6), through 
which, he writes, MoliSre accomplishes “the transition 
from entertainment to true theater in an intolerable 
leap." From our point of view, he also accomplishes 
the transition from language to metalanguage in that 
representative language becomes a representation of 
itself.
13Hubert, op. cit., p. 72.
■^Ibid., p. 79. Hubert treats Arnolphe's 
identification with God from another perspective.
1 5-Toucault, op. cit., p. 107- See also 
P.-Fllix Thomas, La Philosophie de Gassendi. Origi­
nally published Parish 1889• Reprinted by Burt 
Franklin (New York), 1967, p. 215-
■^"Reponse aux Observations touchant Le 
Festln de Pierre de Monsieur de MoliSre", in Moli?re, 
Oeuvres Completes, ed. Despois-Mesnard, tome V, Ha- 
chette (Paris), 1922, p. 234,
"^Adam, op. cit., pp. 335-335*
H. McCaskill, The 'Raisonneur* in 
the Plays of MoliSret A Critical Study. Unpub­
lished Thesis at Louisiana State University (Baton 
Rouge), 1966.
197Suzanne Langer, Feeling and Form.
Charles Scribner's Sons (New York), 1953. pp. 307- 
315. She writes* "In drama speech is an act, an 
utterance, motivated by visible and invisible other 
acts, and like them shaping the oncoming future."
This movement toward the future is accentuated when 
each act ends on an anticipated declaration, as in 
Mellcerte. Time and language are thus made to coin- 
cide in their mutual movement towards an unknown 
future.
20Lionel Gossman, Men and Masks» A Study 
of MoliSre. The Johns Hopkins Press (Baltimore), 1963. 
p. 1 and following.
Chomsky, op. cit., p. 3 and elsewhere.
As this is one of the major facts upon which Chomsky's 
study is based, it is repeated several times throughout 
the text.
2 2MoliSre, Le Bourgeois gentilhomme, 
edited with an introduction by H, Gaston Hall, Uni­
versity of London Press, 1966, p. 12,
p. 215,
2 3-'Thomas, La Philosophie de Gassendi, 
2k,Hubert, op. cit,, p. 237,
26
^Philip E. Lewis, op, cit,, p. 33*
Julian Eugene White, Jr., Nicolas 
Boileau, Twayne Publishers, Inc. (New York), 1969, 
pp. 123-125.
27Adam, op. cit,, p, 386,
CHAPTER IV
’SIGNIFICATION'i LANGUAGE AND MEANING
•Signification' develops with 'histori- 
cite't an event is epistomologically valid if it 
is a legitimate product of a historical evolution.
In the case of language, a word (or phrase, or gram­
matical structure) possesses meaning in relation­
ship to the linguistic changes that precede it.
The larger effect of this is to remove the validity 
of language from its representativity and place it 
in circumstances exterior to the actual verbal mani­
festation. 'Meaning* is thus found to lie beneath 
or between words; this meaning may originate in the 
subconscious, as in psychoanalysis, or in cultural 
and environmental forces as well as in historical 
ones. What is said, or how it is said, becomes 
less important than why it is said and the surround­
ing circumstances that determine its being said.
The tendency of Molilre's theatre to­
wards 'signification' is evident as early as the 
preface to Tartuffe, where he shows himself to be 
aware of and concerned about the philosophical pro­
blems of language, particularly that of ambiguity.
In the play itself, there is one remarkable use of 




In Act III, scene vi, Tartuffe, confronted 
with Damis' accusation, admits to Orgon that he is a 
worthless criminal and begs to be thrown from the 
house (107^-1086 j 1091-1106). Instead, Orgon chases 
Damis away. In reference to this scene, W. G. Moore 
writes t
"Is not this a new discovery 
in dramatic ambiguity? Mo- 
liSre here attains, it seems 
to me, that razor-edge of lan­
guage which (pace Mr. Empson) 
it is not quite right to call 
ambiguity. For this statement 
cannot be taken in one of two 
or more ways; it has different 
meanings to different people, 
and in particular one meaning 
for the dupe and another for 
the audience."
Moore goes on to call this principle
'dramatic irony', by which he means "this use of
language against the intention of the user but obey-
2ing the intention of the dramatist." However, this 
is not a use of language against Tartuffe*s inten­
tion* it is used precisely because he knows what 
it will accomplish, what meaning Orgon will derive 
from it. He knows that Orgon will interpret his 
words differently from Damis, and, because Orgon 
enjoys paternal authority, Damis will be defeated.
It is the existential situation itself that has 
created the necessity of this verbal endeavor* Tar­
tuffe *s words thus have meaning because of exterior 
causes. In a sense, Tartuffe has conquered the
ambiguity of language by going from 'representation* 
to 'signification'.
In the final act of Pom Juan, the title
character tells his servanti
"Je veux bien, Sganarelle, t'en 
faire confidence, et je suis 
bien aise d'avoir un t§moin du 
fond de mon ame, et des vlri- 
tables motifs qui m'obligent 
3. faire les choses" (V, ii).
He wants to have a witness to his true conduct, 
but he does not tell why he desires such a witness.
Certainly there is the dramatic necessity of letting 
the spectators know that he has not, as he told Dorn 
Louis, been converted. Another reason, however, 
is likely; that Dom Juan needs a witness to authen­
ticate the Dom Juan legend. If there were no wit­
ness, then the legend would end with his conversion. 
It is Sganarelle who will tell the world that Dom 
Juan died as he lived, without repenting. It is 
true that Sganarelle's interpretation of the myth 
is not that of Dom Juan, yet what is important is 
that the myth exist, that "il ne sera pas dit, 
quoi qu'il arrive, que je sois capable de me re­
pent ir." The myth will continue to be represented 
despite its ambiguity; Dom Juan thus gains a cer­
tain historical authenticity. Myth is replaced 
by historicity; the meaning of Dom Juan thus trans­
cends the ambiguity of its representation.
In L'Avare, the potential of 'signifi­
cation' is briefly suggested. Before Harpagon 
recovers his 'cassette', everything that he says 
has one meaning, and that meaning revolves around 
his money. Every word he hears or utters is re­
lated to his 'cassette'; when ValSre speaks of his 
love for Harpagon's daughter, he understands only 
desire for his money. In his fixity, Harpagon 
carries language beyond the stage of 'reprisenta- 
tion' to that of 'signification.' The meaning of 
words is not in what they represent, but in what­
ever lies beneath their surface. And 'significa­
tion', of course, is insanity in the age of 'repre 
sentation'.
In these few instances, 'signification' 
is peripheral to other uses of languages however, 
they do seem to indicate an awareness of its poten 
tial and a possible tendency towards a more elabo­
rate development of its possibilities. It is in 
Les Femmes savantes, I believe, that this develop­
ment is realized.
It was pointed out previously that Les 
Femmes savantes dramatizes the incompatibility of 
abstract and concrete manifestations of represen­
tative language* this, of course, reinforces the 
invalidity of representative language shown in 
Scapin. However, Les Femmes savantes also under-
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takes a profound study of the word-object relation­
ship. This is indicated in the opening lines of 
the play and is carried through to the denouement.
One word, 'mariage', is uttered at the play's open­
ing (verse 7) and its interpretation by the different 
characters provides the major dramatic impetus of 
the play. It provides the opportunity to produce a 
different reaction from everyone. Armande reactsi
"Ne concevez-vous point ce que, 
d§s qu'on l'entend,
Un tel mot S 1'esprit offre de 
d£go(rtant?
De quelle Strange image on est 
par lui blessSe?
Sur quelle sale vue il traine 
la pensee?" (9-12)
A word produces an image; a verbal sign 
creates a visual one; this alone appears unique in 
MoliSre's theatre. It does, moreover, indicate 
the power of language, just as the different images 
produced by the same word indicate its relativity.
For Armande, the word produces an unpleasant image; 
it refers to a lower level of existence. Henriette, 
on the other hand, sees pleasure and satisfaction, 
the personal fulfilment of what she sees as her fe­
male duty, in the word. Their mother, Philaminte, 
interprets the word in another sense; for her, 
Henriette's marriage (with Trissotin instead of 
Clitandre) refers to the possibility of develo­
ping Henriette’s intellect and assuring herself
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a full-time pedant. Chrysale, with aome help from 
Ariste, sees the marriage as an opportunity for 
self-assertionj he might be able to win a contest 
of wills with Philaminte while incidentally granting 
the wishes of his favorite daughter. Trissotin sees 
in marriage the potential satisfaction of his lust 
for Henriette and for her parents* money; Biline, 
the insane aunt, interprets every mention of the 
word 'mariage* as a request for her own hand. Cli- 
tandre seems to see marriage with Henriette as pri­
marily a means of spiting Armande, who refused him 
for two years, and the 'savantes* in general; he 
is their rival as well as, or even more so than he 
is Henriette's suitor. And Ariste, the raisonneur,
communicates the expected sympathies of the spec- 
3tators.
The varied interpretations of this one 
word would seem to emphasize as never before the 
ambiguity of language; because of its ambiguity, 
language fails as representation and as communication. 
Yet somehow a certain communication is achieved, 
tentative and even artificial as it may be. The 
failure of language as representation because of 
its ambiguity suggests, in fact, the replacement 
of representative language by signifying language.
The meaning of language is not found in its words, 
in what it represents, but in what lies between
or beneath the words. 'Representation' becomes 
'signification', but it is a relative signification, 
depending on the persepctive of each character.
Words 'mean' what individuals take them to mean, 
not what common usage dictates or what an authority 
has decreed. As such, ambiguity is the necessary 
result of verbal communication and representative 
language. It is this ambiguity that leads to 'sig­
nification'; language apparently has some meaning 
since some communication takes place; this meaning, 
however, is to be found in the psychical rather 
than the physiological speech manifestations. Tf 
verbal communication is invalid, it is more invalid 
when it is purely verbal, or 'metalinguistic' (here, 
in the case of the savantes); it gains a certain 
degree of validity when it can be replaced by non­
verbal processes of communication (such as sex, in 
Henriette's case). However, this validity is co­
lored by the necessity of ever returning to language 
and thus to ambiguity.
The 'folle', Beline, is insane only in 
that she exaggerates the ambiguity of language mani­
fested by everyone else; like them, she interprets 
words in terms of her own being; it is only lack of 
versimilitude that renders them and her ridiculous 
to the point of insanity, Words have whatever 
meaning we give them; this is what Beline manifests,
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and, in so doing, she becomes a personification of 
ambiguity# It is through her that we recognize not 
only the relativity and ambiguity of words, but also 
the necessity that they mean something other than 
what they purport to represent, And, if language 
is signification, it is also insanity. Again, we 
return to Beline and, by extension, to the other 
characters. Insanity, after all, is simply an ex­
treme manifestation of 'disconvenance', of non­
conformity to accepted norms of conduct, an ex­
treme dimension of ’le ridicule'. And language too 
can be a form of insanity if it is extremely dif­
ferent from the given linguistic standard; ’signi­
fication' is insanity in the age of 'representa­
tion '.
Language as insanityi this seems to 
hold on both the concrete and the abstract levels 
of language. Beline, in a sense, belongs to both 
levels, as she communicates just as easily and 
just as readily with Chrysale as with Philaminte.
Her madness is an exaggerated image of their own 
failures. The importance of her presence should 
give added weight to her final words, a warning 
to Clitandrei
"Qu'il prenne garde au moins 
que je suis dans son coeur;
Par un prompt dlsespoir souvent 
on se marie,
Qu'on s'en repent aprSs tout le 
temps de sa vie" (177^-1776).
Of course, it would be absurd to take 
her words literally} their importance lies in By­
line's function as the personification of the in­
sanity of language. Insofar as marriage is a non­
verbal communication, it is valid} however, once 
one returns to the verbal level of communication,
the danger of ambiguity is ever present; it is that
kwhich is "dans son coeur." The ambiguity of words, 
personified here by Beline, will continue to re­
appear.
In Les Femmes savantes, then, language
f
loses its representative function and takes on one 
of 'signification', one in which it suggests a 
meaning other than the given verbal one. This 
tendency, from 'representation' to 'signification', 
exists at least since Tartuffe, when the philoso­
phical as well as the dramatic dimensions of verbal 
ambiguity are indicated; it is dramatized for a 
moment in Dorn Juan and L'Avarej then, in Scapin, 
the representative function of language is dis­
missed to be replaced by 'signification' in Les 
Femmes savantes. There, this new function of lan­
guage becomes insanity because of its displacement 
in time.
In Le Malade imaginaire, Argan never 
gives a specific name to his illness, but the con­
tent of the play leads one to believe that it is
a auite universal onet the fear of death. Argan 
is well aware of the mortality of his body. His 
attention is therefore fixed on its preservation.
His constant ingestion of medicine (even the food 
he eats, 'bouilli' and 'vin trempe', are more like 
liquid medicines than substantial nourishment), 
followed by enemas, is analogous to a constant em­
balming procedurej the natural liauids of the body 
are replaced by artificial ones, whose function, 
among other things, is to "faire reposer monsieur." 
This eternal embalming makes of Argan a living 
corpse, a person defying death by imitating it.
To keep himself from dying, Argan has 
constant recourse to his doctor, Purgon, and apo­
thecary, Fleurant. They, however, are not enough} 
he even attempts to marry his daughter to a doctor 
in order to have his own personal physician (I, v). 
Like any man afraid of death, Argan composes his 
will (I, vii). Then he witnesses a death. Little 
Louision 'dies' and Argan, for a moment, suffers the 
despair of a dying man confronted with the spectacle 
of death (IT, viii), He regains his composure 
when he discovers that Louison was only feigning 
death. Argan's own fears are not soothed when 
Beralde chases away his apothecary (ITT, iv), which 
results in Dr. Purgon's condemning him to die in 
four days (TTI, v). Even the arrival of a new
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'doctor' (Toinette) does little to calm him.
Finally, Argan 'dies'. Indeed, it is only 
a theatrical death, yet it has certain effects that 
true death might. Byline reveals her true senti­
ments about her husband, then AngSlique mourns the 
loss of her father. Argan discovers (as surely as 
though he had gone to Heaven and been told by God 
himself) the truth about the members of his family.
After death comes Argan's resurrection - 
or his beatification, as he becomes a member of the 
Faculte de Medecine, that august, immortal body 
that possesses all knowledge relevant to life and 
death. Ey becoming his ideal, Argan can be his own 
patient and doctor; he can be total object and sub­
ject to himself.
This interpretation of Le Malade imagi- 
naire, which might be termed a burlesque of life, 
death and immortality, is meant to illustrate what 
J. D. Hubert calls ’theater as metaphor.' The theory, 
also suggested by Adam* is that the alleged satire 
of the medical profession in this play can easily 
be transferred to the Faculte de Theologie.
This metaphorical function of the play 
should appear more pertinent in consideration of
*Adam, op. cit., pp. 395-396.
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the fact that this is the first (and last) play to 
follow MoliSre's dramatization of a new concept of 
language and, in all probability, of theatre, It 
appears but a short step from a theatre of metaphor 
to a theatre of meaningj metaphor, in this context, 
suggests meaning. At the same time, metaphor sug­
gests resemblancet 'ressemblance' and 'significa­
tion* may thus coincide in MoliSre's final dramatic 
work.
Other aspects of 'ressemblance' have 
been noted earlier. Representative language also 
plays an important role in this playi Byline re­
presents herself as a faithful spouse until her 
husband's 'death', at which time she reveals her 
deception. Louision represents herself as dead by 
saying that she is dead. And Beralde, a rather 
unique raisonneur, verbally represents the medical 
profession as fraudulent.
What may well be most important in 
this play, however, is that MoliSre himself ap­
pears under three distinct aspects. First, it 
is MoliSre the actor who interprets the role of 
Argan. Since MoliSre’s own hypochondria was no 
secret, he must have realized that many would see 
in Argan a similarity to himself (which they did, 
according to Grimarest).
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BSralde's strong criticism of the medical 
profession is odd behavior for a raisonneur( who 
usually adopts a very moderate viewpoint that con­
forms to that of the average spectator. Again, BS- 
ralde must almost necessarily have been interpreted 
as MoliSre's spokesman in reference to medicine and 
doctorsj Moli&re's antipathy to the profession was 
believed by his contemporaries to extend beyond 
the limits of the theatre.
Thirdly, MoliSre's name is mentioned 
in the course of the play fill, iii). He as spoken 
of as director and dramatist; he thus emphasizes 
his own relationship to the play, suggesting that 
he is intimately involved in its creation and there­
fore in its meaning.
Argan resembles Mloi§re, Beralde speaks 
for Moliere, and Moli^re is necessary to the play's 
meaning. He thus appears in terms of 'ressemblance', 
of 'representation', and of 'signification'. These 
three concepts of language, and indeed of existence, 
are combined in this final play.
Purgon condemns Argan to die in four days; 
after the fourth performance, Molilre dies. The 
'ressemblance' is thus complete. However, the act 
of dying also completes the significative aspect 
of the play. By insisting that he perform "le pou- 
vant faire absolument" and thereby causing his
own death, MoliSre creates a legend of himself 
that is inextricably related to his final play.
He assures himself a certain historical authenti­
city; he gives meaning to himself and to the play 
in terms of 'historicitl' and therefore in terms 
of 'signification'. His death in his last play 
is thus a necessary structural element in that 
play. It becomes necessary for our understanding 
and appreciation of it.
Today, the authorship of MoliSre's early 
farces is still questioned in some circles. Not 
too many years ago, it was suggested that Corneille 
was the author of MoliSre's plays. It is not im­
possible that similar attempts might be made at 
some time in the future. MoliSre lived at a time 
when to be distinguished was to be considered ridi­
culous; he may well have thought that such an atti­
tude could easily lead to the diminishing of the 
author's importance to his work. In that case, 
his intimate and necessary relationship to his last 
play can be seen as an attempt to authenticate him­
self in terms of his plays; to give meaning to a 
person who, after all, was little more than a re­
fined buffoon to many of his contemporaries, al­
though a sublime genius on any stage.
We may now be in a position to appreciate
AndrS Gide's reaction to this playi he called it 
"la plus neuve, la plus hardie, la plus belle" of 
MoliSre's w o r k s . I f  it is a theatre of metaphor 
and of meaning, a combination of ‘ressemblance', 
'representation' and signification in an esthetic 
whole, and a personal affirmation of a dying genius 
then its novelty, courage and beauty should be self 
evident. By closing MoliSre's career, it opens the 
theatre onto its infinite possibilities.
NOTES TO CHAPTER IV
^Moore, op. cit., p. 64-.
2Ibid., p. 65.
"Here, incidentally, the more conservative 
male spectators have the opportunity of sympathizing 
with the father as well as with the young lovers.
kThis could help to explain the pheno­
menon that, in MoliSre's plays, almost all of the 
married couples are unhappy ones, except when their 
marriage coincides with the denouement (and not al­
ways then). Insofar as love is non-verbal, it is 
valid; once verbalized, it becomes ambiguous and 
even dangerous.
^Quoted by Moore, op. cit., p. 23.
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CHAPTER V 
MOLIERE1 S STATEMENTS ON LANGUAGE
Outside the plays themselves, certain 
other writings by Moliere deal with the problem of 
language and other related aspects of his art. A 
consideration of these statements would seem to be 
in order. Some have been mentioned in previous 
chapters; those will be abbreviated here. Certain 
other statements contained in the plays will be 
included where such an inclusion appears pertinent.
First, there is the name change from 
Poquelin to Moliere. As this coincides with Mo- 
15 Sre's decision to become an actor, it should be 
interpreted as symbolic of his rupture with es­
tablished social and religious values. The society 
from which he separates himself becomes the oh.iect 
of his comedy; because of this, he chooses a name 
that is not recognizable as that of a member of that 
society. He uses a different name to represent, 
a different person and also a different social 
category. The new name may well have had another 
function, as it was that of the author (and former 
actor) of a popular novel.'*’ The function of this 
name change is thus symbolic of Moli&re's rupture 
with his past, representative of the 'new' man of 
the theatre, similar to that of a well known man of 
letters and, incidentally, a means of separating
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the professional from the private person (in L'Im­
promptu de Versailles, he pleads with his rivals 
not to slander his personal life, although they amy 
do as they please with his professional personality). 
Language as symbol, as representation, as resem­
blance, as mask: all of these are implied by the
name change.
It is in the preface to Les Precieuses 
ridicules that MoliSre first distinguishes between 
the written and performed play. "C'est une chose 
etrange qu'on imprime les gens malgre eux," he 
tells us. The written play is not the same thing 
as the performance, for "une grande partie des 
graces au'on y a trouvees dependent de l'action 
et du ton de voix." The language of comedy is oral 
and thus is insufficiently represented by the writ­
ten word.
It is also in this preface that he first 
tells us some of his ideas on the theatre. He 
writes that "le public est le juge absolu de ces 
sortes d 'ouvrages," meaning by 'public' his spec­
tators rather than the readers of a printed edition. 
Further on, he tells us that "ces vicieuses imi­
tations de ce ou'il y a de plus parfait ont ete 
de tout temps la matiere de la cornedie." By 'vi­
cieuses imitations' he is referring to provincial
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imitation of Parisian preciosite. He seems to suggest 
the existence of a standard of perfection (ostenta­
tiously Parisian preciosite here) from which deviation 
is comic.* A standard of excellence exists} those 
who conform to it are 'honnetes'} those who do not 
are comic,
Moliere also speaks here of the possi­
bility of his writing about the theatre. Tt is 
with obvious mockery that he writesi
" je ne mannue point de
livres aui m'auraient fourni 
tout ce qu'on peut dire de 
savant sur la tragedie et la 
comedie, 1 'etymologie de toutes 
deux, leur origine, leur defi­
nition, et le reste."
For a man of the theatre, the etymology and defi­
nition of dramatic genres are hardly primary pur­
suits. At the same time, this indicates a dis­
missal of the sixteenth-century belief in the im­
portance of commentary, and perhaps, by the par­
tial revelation of his esthetic concepts, a look 
towards criticism.
In this short preface, Moliere has in­
dicated certain basic concerns about language and 
about the theatre. The language of the theatre is
^Obviously, the auestion as to which 
brand of preciosite was satirized in the play is of 
no concern here; what is important is the esthetic 
principle at work.
oral, and only a part of the dramatic work} it 
should not be subjected to the printing press.
At the same time, he notes the importance of the 
spectator to the play and poses a standard of 
excellence from which to judge what is comic.
Not only does he dismiss the written play; he also 
dismisses the concept of written commentary.
In a foreword to Les Facheux, Moliere
continues in the same vein*
" le temps viendra de
faire imprimer mes remarnues 
sur les pieces que j'aurai 
faites, et je ne desespere 
pas de faire voir un jour, 
en grand auteur, oue je puis 
citer Aristote et Horace. En 
attendant cet examen. nui 
peut-etre ne viendra point, je 
m'en remets assez aux decisions 
de la multitude et je tiens 
aussi difficile de combattre 
un ouvrage oue le public ap- 
prouve, oue d'engdefendre un 
qu'il condamne."
Again, it is with tongue in cheek that 
he speaks of writing about his plays* again, he 
speaks of the importance of the spectators in de­
termining the value of a play. This consistency 
of attitude must be interpreted as statements of 
two important principles in Moliere's work. First, 
he tends toward a rejection of written representa­
tion or commentary concerning his works* they have 
no important relationship to the written word.
Second, the theatre is itself a means of communi­
cation* it involves the spectators as well as the 
actors, director and performance. He seems to sub­
ordinate dramatic theory (represented by written 
commentary or criticism) to the practice of the 
theatre, with its oral, active language. He thus 
indicates that he considers himself a dramatist, 
director and actor rather than a critic or mora­
list. He evidently wants his plays to be judged 
in this light.
In the preface to L'Ecole des Femmes, 
MoliSre writesi
"Bien des gens ont fronde 
d'abord cette comedie* mais 
les rieurs ont etS pour elie, 
et tout le mal qu'on en a pu 
dire n'a pu faire qu'elle n'ait 
eu un succSs dont je me con- 
tente." J
Again, he brings in the importance of 
the spectators, the 'rieurs' who prove the esthe­
tic value of a comedy. At the same time, the suc­
cess of the comedy is seen as a dialectical ele­
ment » the comedy has been criticized, but its 
very success is an answer to that criticism. The 
same idea is heightened later in the same text, as 
he writes, "je m'en tiens assez veng£ par la rSus- 
site de ma comSdie." Rather than a direct verbal 
answer, MoliSre provides a dramatic one. Thus the
theatre functions in at least two dialogues. The 
first is the play-spectator relationship mentioned 
above; the second is the relationship between the 
author and his critics.
Tn the Critioue de 1 'Ecole des Femmes, 
as already mentioned, Moliere first speaks of lan­
guage as dramatic action and, by extension, as re­
presentation. At this point, he seems to be in 
general accord with contemporary views on language. 
In L 1 Impromptu de Versailles, he elaborates the 
possibilities of the dramatic and critical dia­
lectics. He tells us that to attack a play is 
to criticize the spectators rather than the author 
(scene v), and the the spectators 'respond' by 
approving another play by the same author. Each 
successful play produces a reaction from its de­
tractors; each reaction is answered by another 
successful play. Each dramatic dialectic (the re­
lationship between dramatist, play, and spectators) 
produces a critical dialectic (between the play 
and its detractors); the total dialectic is po­
tentially endless.
It is also in this play that Moliere 
calls special attention to a passage dealing with 
the creation of comic characters (scene iv), Bre- 
court begins to recite the passage, then Molilre
interrupts to show how it should be represented.
It is here that he tells us that he obtains his 
comic types from contemporary modelsj that no one 
changes his conduct in spite of having his foibles 
displayed publiclyj that the creation of comic 
types is practically and potentially infinite.
MoliSre thus suggests two possible in­
finities deriving from comedy. One, the infinite 
dialectic, is primarily an infinity of time. The 
other, that of comic subjects, is primarily a spa­
tial infinity. Indeed, this recalls the infinite 
representativity of language suggested in Les Fa- 
cheux.
We have seen earlier that NloliSre mocks 
the concept of language as ’ressemblance' in the 
personnage of Pancrace in Le Mariage foreI. This, 
of course, is quite in line with the development 
of language as 'representation*.
The Lettre sur la Cornedie de 1 ’Impos-
teur is now generally accepted as a valid expres-
Lsion of Moliere's esthetic thought. It does con­
tain certain statements of religious belief which 
are not necessarily those of MoliSret however, 
this is to be expected when one considers that 
the Lettre was parially intended to placate re­
ligious opposition to Tartuffe. Most of the ideas 
on esthetics and language contained in the Lettre
are stated or clearly implied in other writings by 
MoliSre or evident in the plays. Regardless of the 
extent of MoliSre's collaboration on the Lettre, it 
does coincide with scattered statements made else­
where, so that it can provide a concise record of 
his ideas on the nature of comedy and, to an extent, 
of language.
In referring to Tartuffe, the author 
of the Lettre mentions the power of language se­
veral times. He speaks of "ces gens-13. sur
qui les paroles peuvent tout,"^ who immediately 
ascribe high moral qualities to anyone happening 
to speak in religious terms. He speaks of Orgon's 
subservience to language and his inability to use 
it luciaXy. Again, "orr ne sauroit dire combien 
les paroles peuvent sur les esprits des hommes"
(p. 4l). (In speaking of Tartuffe, we have seen 
the importance of Tartuffe's use of language as 
freedom and language as poweri in this play, the 
power of language reaches its apex in the official 
voice of the King). The author of the Lettre also 
suggests that the moral value of the play consists 
in the exposition of certain modes of linguistic 
expression used for ignoble endsj this exposition 
renders them ridiculous and therefore useless.
The specific example he cites is the use of ca­
suistry to seduce womenj since Tartuffe has ridi-
13^
culed this means of seduction, it will lose its
effectiveness (p. 59)* This example may appear
ludicrous to some,^ but it does imply that, if
the play has a moral value, it derives from the
structure of the play itself, which would be in
7accordance with the best neo-classical theory.
Still speaking of the play itself, the 
author repeats one of Moli&re's favorite princi­
ples*
"....je doute mesme si sa 
lecture tout entiere pour- 
roit faire juger tout l'effet 
que produit sa representation,"
(P- 59)
Again, the difference between the written play 
and its performance is brought out. Considering 
the difficulty the play had with certain elements 
of its public, what is suggested here may be that 
the written play suggests a content other than 
the performance. In that case, the written play 
would present an ambiguity that the performance 
should not.
The stated purpose of the Lettre is to 
define 'le ridicule', or what is comic. The prin­
ciple ideas have already been presented by Pro­
fessor Moore. For present purposes, they may be 
summarized thusly* what is ridiculous is that 
which does not conform to what is supposed to be.
Tartuffe is ridiculous because he is supposed to 
be pious, whereas he is not. There is thus a 'dis- 
convenance' between what is and what is supposed to 
be. It is through reason that we distinguish this 
'disconvenance*; however, it does not become comic 
until it touches the imagination. This would seem 
to indicate that the ’disconvenance' is comic only 
if we regard it as imaginary, or distinct from our­
selves. The examples of 'disconvenance' given in­
clude 'mensonge','deguisement', 'fourberie', and
0
'dissimulation'.
This idea of what is comic can be com­
pared to that suggested in the preface to Les Pre- 
cieuses ridicules. There, the ridiculous was de­
fined as that which imitated without equalling a 
given standard of excellence. The 'disconvenance' 
was evidently that betwee what the 'precieuses' 
thought they were and what the other characters 
(as well as the spectators) saw them as. In their 
case, ignorance could be added to the above-men­
tioned examples of 'disconvenance'.
Another aspect of comedy is discussed 
near the end of the Lettre. Seeing the comic char­
acter, we recognize his error and see ourselves as 
free from that error\
"...done nous sommes en 
cela plus eclairez, plus 
parfaits, enfin plus que
lui. Or cette connais- 
sance d'estre plus qu'un 
autre, est fort agreable 
3. la nature; de la vient 
que le mepris qui enferme 
cette connoissance est 
toujours accompagne de 
joiej or cette joie et ce 
mepris composent le mouve- 
ment qu'excite le ridicule 
dans ceux qui le voyent...."
(p. 71)
The explanation given for this feeling of 
superiority is expressed in terms related to reli­
gious doctrine:
"....comme ces deux senti­
ments /Joie, mepr.is7sont 
fondez sur ies deux plus 
anciennes et plus essen- 
tielles maladies du genre 
humain, l'orgueuil et la 
complaisance dans les maux 
d'autrui, il n'est pas e- 
trange que le sentiment du 
ridicule soit si fort, et 
qu'il ravisse l'ame comme 
il fait; elle qui se defiant 
3 bon droit de sa propre ex­
cellence depuis le pech§ 
d'origine, cherehe de tous 
cotez avec avidity de quoi 
la persuader aux autres et 
3 soi-meme par des compa- 
raisons qui lui soient avan- 
tageuses, c 'est-3-dire par 
la consideration des defauts 
d'autrui" (pp. 71-72).
The feeling of superiority felt by the 
spectator of a comic situation is in fact based 
upon incertitude and a fear of inferiority. We 
may laugh at Orgon because he does not measure up 
to accepted values of 'honnetetS', yet we may well
entertain doubts about our own relationship to
that or any other standard. Although the comedy 
may reinforce the spectator's desire to be supe­
rior. it does not, in any absolute sense, justify 
his superiority. For it is 'a bon droit' that 
this anxiety exists. We have seen, in preceding 
chapters, how Moli&re treated certain characters 
who functioned as the spectator's porte-parole 
or onstage representative. There are instances 
in which the spectator's anxieties are justified 
rather than consoled (for instance, Sganarelle 
in Dorn Juan).
Although religious terminology is used 
here, this theory of comedy could easily be sub­
scribed to by a sceptic, as it, rests upon a pro­
blematic conception of the human condition. In­
deed, the author of the Lettre seems to cast doubt 
upon the a priori validity of any given standard 
of reference.
There is one other statement dealing
expressly with language which, when removed from
its religious context, appears quite interesting:
"La religion a ses lieux et 
ses terns affectez pour ses 
sacrifices, ses ceremonies, 
et ses autres mysteres; on 
ne peut les transporter 
ailleurs sans crime; mais 
ses veritez oui se produi- 
sent par la parole, sont de 
tous terns et de tous lieux; 
parce oue le parler estant 
necessaire en tout et par-
tout, il est toujours plus
utile et plus saint de l'em-
plov er & publier la verity
et a precher la vertu, qu'3. 
quelqu*autre sujet que ce 
soit” (pp. 56-57).
This text is part of a passage in which 
the author of the Lettre claims that MoliSre's 
purpose is to return the theatre to its 'premiere 
sainctete'; this is to be accomplished by denouncing 
hypocrisy and exalting 'la veritable devotion.' As 
such, it seems to have a direct relationship to the 
esthetic and moral interpretation of the play. The 
language of religion, unlike its non-verbal aspects, 
is not limited by time or place. As such, its re­
production on stage is not indecent; it seems even 
to be necessary because of the nature of language
and the moral aspect of the theatre. Language
produces 'veritez' instead of only communicating 
them; it thus has a creative capacity unlimited 
by time or space; it is infinite. This infinity 
of the creative power of language corresponds to 
the previously mentioned infinities of the drama­
tic and critical dialectics. The author considers 
'parole' and 'parler', the oral rather than writ­
ten manifestations of language, which would cer­
tainly be that which Moli&re knew best. Language 
here seems to have a highly important place in the 
theatre; not only is it the ethical vehicle of a
play; it is also the endless source of creativity.
This view of language is quite modern; its infinity
gis expressed in Chomsky's theory of competence;7 
its creative aspect corresponds to Merleau-Ponty's 
idea of "la parole parlante."^0
The relationship of language and space 
corresponds to the theory of dramatic action; if 
language is action (as mentioned in reference to 
L'Ecole des femme s), it represents in space; it 
occupies space and tends to fill it. As the author 
of the Lettre says, it is "necessaire en tout et 
partout."
The Lettre ends on a note quite proper 
to the seventeenth century and to Moliere in par­
ticulars
"...je m'accoutume insensi- 
blement, Dieu merci, 3 rire 
de tout comme les autres, et 
3. ne regarder toutes les 
choses qui se passent dans 
le monde, que comme les di- 
verses scenes de la grande 
comedie qui se joue sur la 
terre entre les Hommes" (p. 75)*
Such a conclusion is hardly novel in the century 
of 'representation'; however, in the context of 
the Lettre, its significance is far from little.
If the world is a comedy, then the theatre is ne­
cessarily a microcosm and therefore justifiable.
If all men are comic figures in the macrocosm,
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then the microcosm, the theatre, is potentially 
as vast as the world; that is, potentially infi­
nite. And, if all men are comic figures, the afore 
mentioned comic standard is highly relative and
extremely fragile. In his plays, Moliere appearsv
to have exploited this observation to its limits.
In the preface to the definitive Tar­
tuf fe , MoliSre brings out several ideas stated 
in the Lettre sur 1 1Imposteur. Elsewhere, W. G. 
Moore’s passage on this preface is mentioned; he 
concludes that it shows MoliSre's awareness of 
the philosophy of language and that the greatest 
problem of language lies in its ambiguity, which, 
paradoxically, is also one of its primary strengths 
in a comic situation. Other passages in the pre­
face, dealing with the analysis of the play, cor­
respond to passages in the Lettre. Also as in 
the Lettre, the religious origins of comedy are 
spoken of in an attempt to justify the moral pur­
pose of comedy in general and Tartuffe in parti­
cular.
In the preface, as in the Lettre, Mo- 
li£re suggests that the moral value of comedy de­
rives from its structure. He writes that "l'em- 
ploi de la comldie est de corriger les vices des 
hommes.'' In a placet presented to the King in 
1664, he had writteni "Sire, le devoir de la co-
mldie estant de corriger les hommes en les diver-
tissant , " which seems to be the first fusion
of poetic and rhetoric in MoliSre's statements 
on comedy (Indeed, in L * Impromptu de Versailles, 
we were told that men did not abandon their faults 
in spite of having them put up to ridicule).
Certainly the tribulations encountered 
by Moliere after the first performance of Tartuffe 
accounted in large part for his defending his co­
medy on moral principles. To some extent, this 
moral justification of comedy contradicts previous 
statements; however, this does not necessarily 
imply that the expressed moral justification was 
added only for the sake of convenience. In fact, 
the detail of the Lettre and the preface would 
seem to suggest that he was serious about the di­
dactic purpose of his work. The statement that 
the play as a whole expresses the moral as well 
as the esthetic dimension suggests that the play's 
structure determines its meaning. It would be 
invalid, for example, to say that, since Tartuffe 
behaves in many ways like a priest, the play is 
an attack on religion; it should only be consi­
dered an attack on religious hypocrisy. The sug­
gestion in the Lettre that moral truth is produced 
by language would further imply that, even were 
Tartuffe dressed as a priest (as he may have been
in the original version), his language should dis­
pel any doubt as to his character or the author's 
purpose.
In a notice to L * Amour medecin, pre­
sented in 1665, before the Lettre sur 1 'Imposteur 
and the preface to the final Tartuffe, Moliere 
writes:
"II n'est pas necessaire 
de vous avertir nu'il y a 
beaucoup de choses nui de­
pendent. de 1 'action: on salt 
bien cue les comedies ne 
sont faites nue pour etre 
jouees, et ,ie ne conseille 
de lire celle-ci nu'aux 
personnes nui ont des yeux 
pour decouvri.r dans la lec­
ture tout le tieu du the­
atre" (Oeuvres, Pleisde, v. 2, p. 9<).
Avain, he repeats that the performance of a comedy 
is superior to its written representation; however, 
he does suagest that some persons may be able to 
profit almost as much from the written text. This 
slight condescension to the written word may suaaest 
incertitude about his previously expressed prin­
ciples of theatre; after all, his detractors seem 
to have gained a measure of success by means of the 
written word; there may be something of value in it.
The letters concerning Dorn Juan and Le 
Misanthrope repeat much of what has already been 
mentioned. The second letter on Dorn Juan, however, 
contains this interesting epistomoloaical passage:
1^3
"Je vous laisse 3 juger si 
un hormne ^ochemont, who had 
written an especially vitrio­
lic attack on Moli3re7 sans 
passion et pousse par un veri­
table esprit de charitS parle- 
roit de la sorte: "Certes
c'est bien 3 faire 3 Moli§re 
de parler de la devotion, avec 
laquelle il a si peu de com­
merce et qu'il n'a jamais 
connue ni par pratique ne par 
theorie." Je crois que votre 
suprise est grande, et que 
vous ne pensiez pas qu'un 
homme qui veut passer pour 
charitable put s'emporter 
jusques 3 dire des choses 
tenement contraires 3 la 
charitS. Est-ce comme un 
chretien doit parler de son 
frSre? Sait-il le fond de sa 
conscience? Le connait-il 
assez ]jour cela? A-t-il tou- 
jours ete avec lui? Est-il 
enfin un homme qui puisse 
parler de la conscience d'un 
autre par conjecture, et qui 
puisse assurer que son gro- 
chain ne vaut rien et meme 
qu'il n'a jamais rien valu?'
Les termes sont significatifs, 
la pensee n'est point enve- 
loppee, et le jamais y est 
dans toute l'etendue que l'on 
lui peut donner."
What is particularly interesting in this 
passage is that its author does not attempt to defend 
Moliere's religious beliefs; rather,,he points out 
the weaknesses in Rochemont's arguments. The rhe­
torical question, "Est-il enfin un homme qui puisse 
parler de la conscience d'un autre par conjecture, 
et qui puisse assurer que son prochain ne vaut rien 
et meme qu'il n'a jamais rien valu?" illustrates
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the impossibility of ever judging anyone with any 
accuracy. One person can never know anotherj human 
relationships are therefore necessarily ambiguous.
This concept of ambiguity is particularly appro­
priate, since it is brought out in relationship 
to what is probably MoliSre's most ambiguous play.
The Lettre Scrite sur la comedie du Mi­
santhrope brings out several other interesting 
bits of information. It tells us, in several 
places, that the play's purpose is to "parler contre 
les moeurs du si&cle." The act of speaking is re­
ferred to quite often in this letter; this would 
seem to indicate that the play's function as com­
munication and representation was clearly evident 
to the author of the letter (probably Donneau de 
Vise) and to MoliSre as well. It also suggests 
what was indicated in the Lettre sur 1 'Imposteur 
and the preface to Tartuffei that the play as a 
whole conveys its moral purpose, and that this 
purpose is produced through language, through 
'le parler'. It is also in this letter chat the 
phrase 'rire dans 1 'ame' occurs, used in describing 
a certain type of comedy of which Le Misanthrope 
is an example. This may indicate a new concept 
of comedy and therefore an evolution of MoliSre's 
dramatic art. A final quotation from this letter 
seems to strengthen the idea of an evolving esthe-
1^5
tic i
"MoliSre, par une adresse 
qui lui est particuliSre, 
laisse partout deviner plus 
qu'il ne dit, et n ’imite pas 
ceux qui parlent^beaucoup et 
ne disent rien."
Here the use of ambiguity as an esthetic concept
is hinted at. This statement contrasts with that
of Uranie in La Critique de l'Ecole des Femmes»
"II ne faut pas y /dans la 
com!die7 vouloir voir ce qui 
n'y est pas." ^
The interpretation of a comedy is no 
longer a clear and evident communication between 
the play and its public, MoliSre seems to have 
become too well aware of the problem of ambiguity 
(in language, in human relationships, and in the 
theatre) not to explicitly utilize it in his dra­
matic creations.
MoliSre's statements on language and 
comedy end after 1669. but up to that time they 
indicate an evolution, which one might expect to 
see continue in subsequent plays. The various 
writings mentioned appear to verify the results 
obtained from analyzing MoliSre's plays. He be­
gins his career by exploiting the dramatic pos­
sibilities of 'ressemblance't by the time he is 
ready to write about language per se, he seems to 
be dealing with representative language and its
various possibilities. After rejecting the validity 
of 'ressemblance', he concentrates on representative 
language in its psychological and creative dimen­
sions. At the same time, he recognizes its ambi­
guity as a valid esthetic element, however undesi­
rable it may be outside the theatrical situation.
On the whole, it appears valid to say 
that Moli&re is well aware of the philosophy and 
problems of language. This, however, does not ne­
cessarily indicate a conscious attempt or inten­
tion on his part to modify the given structure 
of language. It is more probable that this modi­
fication occurred as a result of changes in his 
total dramatic outlook, which were doubtlessly 
unconscious (or ’intuitive') in part, as well as 
partly conscious. His knowledge of the problems 
of language seems, however, to indicate a con­
scious awareness of its importance to the drama­
tic production as a whole.
It also seems valid to say that, during 
the ten-year period (1659-1669) in which his direct 
statements on language are made, he conforms to the 
epistomological concept of language as representa­
tion while rejecting that of 'ressemblance*. This 
corresponds to what has been stated earlier in re­
ference to the plays produced during that same
period. At the same time, his concept of language 
as an infinite creative force within an infinite 
dialectic suggests endless possibilities of lin­
guistic manifestation. This would reinforce the 
possibility of projecting language into a different 
philosophical sphere, that of 'signification'.
What remains to be done is to outline the mecha­
nism whereby language evolves from 'ressemblance' 
through 'representation' to 'signification'.
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CHAPTER VI 
THE EVOLUTION OF A CONCEPT
The preceding chapters have suedested the 
basic structure of Moliere's evolution from 'ressem­
blance ' through 'representation* to 'signification'. 
The earliest farces are popular manifestations of 
'ressemblance'; once these are abandoned, the change 
to 'representation' is inevitable if Moliere is to 
succeed as a dramatist in the age of representation. 
The development of 'signification' appears as a 
result of Moliere's having exhausted the possibi­
lities of 'represenation'.
The first change, from 'ressemblance' to 
'representation*, does not seem to have been an a- 
brupt or automatic one. In his first full-length 
plays, L'Etourdi and Depit amoureux, Moliere studies 
the relationships between lanpuame and action, and 
between verbal and visual signs. Then, in Les 
Precieuses ridicules, there is a confrontation 
between comic language and farce, as well as a 
recognition of the comic nature of certain forms 
of contemporary language. Although these plays 
do not appear as direct manifestations of 'repre­
sentation', they do suggest the means by which 
the change to 'representation' was realized. This 
they do, it seems, in the personnage of Mascarille.
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As much as Mascarille is a character of 
farce, he is also the forerunner of representation.
He is a 'little mask', as his name suggests; he is 
whatever mask he dons: a cunning 'debrouillard' in
L VEtourdi, a confused servant in the Depit, and a 
would-be 'recieux' in Les Free ieuses. There is an 
affinity between his name and his personnage, but 
it is the affinity between a mask and whoever dons 
it. It is a changing affinity, a changing 'ressem- 
blance', and once the element of change enters into 
the system of things, that system may no longer he 
one of immutable resemblances or of static essences.
By constantly chaneinF his 'nature', Mascarille 
constantly presents himself as a different ob.iect 
for our scrutiny! he becojes a representation of 
comic characters rather than a pre-defined type.
Since these three plays in which he appears are 
three in which Moliere is experimenting with the 
comic genre, Mascarille must be taken as the symbol 
of, if not the key to, the development of a comic 
theatre based on 'representation'.
Despite the differences of opinion found 
in Moliere criticism, everyone seems to be in agree­
ment about one fundamental points the great diversity 
found in his work. This diversity is due to the ele­
ment of change, the constant novelty and freshness 
of his plays. And this element of change is what
created comedy out of farce, 'representation' out 
of 'ressemblance'. Since 'representation' admits 
the validity of change, it is necessary to the 
constant creation of new forms of comedy.
In Sganarelle, Dorn Garcie, and L'Scole_ 
des maris, the possibilities of representative lan­
guage are explored further. Then, in Les Facheux, 
representative language is isolated as the ma;ior 
dramatic element. Moliere shows himself In control 
of that aspect of language after having dramatized 
its possibilities in previous plays.
L'Ecole des femmes utilizes representa­
tive language to represent itself; language thus 
becomes 'metalanguage'. This metalinguistic di­
mension of the theatre produces a certain ambi­
guity and therefore different interpretations by 
different spectators, and finally the Ouerelle. It 
is in defense of L'Ecole des femmes that Moliere 
defines language as a form of dramatic action, 
while ninimizing the play's ambiguity. Then, in 
Le mariage force, the validity of 'ressemblance' 
is summarily dismissed, as though to punctuate 
the validity of representative language.
Once Moliere has mastered representa­
tive language, he uses it to represent itself; it 
is almost as though, in the enthusiasm fostered by
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the realization of a new esthetic concept, he seeks 
to carry it immediately to its ultimate possibilities. 
This, I believe, accounts for the success of L'Ecole 
des femmes; it is easy to see that, if all references 
to language were removed from the play, or even if 
the changing manifestations of language were not 
present, the result would be similar to L ’Ecole des 
maris > a good comedy, but not a great one.
La Princesse d 'Elide begins the cycle 
of 'myth' plays. Euryale falls in love with the 
verbal representation of the princess rather than 
with her physical presence. From this starting 
point, the play studies the interrelationship be­
tween language and myth. Tartuffe demonstrates 
that myth is valid only in terms of 'ressemblance'j 
Pom Juan re-defines myth in terms of representative 
language and thus colors it with ambiguity. Amphi­
tryon points out the dependency of myth on poetry, 
while the play's'poet', Sosie, discerns the ambi­
guity of mythology. Finally, in George Dandin, my­
thology is annihilated with the title character.
In his treatment of myth, Moliere seems 
to have substituted representative language for 
mythical language. The result is to render myth 
hopelessly ambiguous, even devoid of any under­
standable meaning. The gmbiguitv of myth derives 




which MoliSre had emphasized in the preface to Tar- 
tuffe. It is Dom Juan who exploits the ambiguity 
of language to its fullest extent, going so far as 
to suggest the metamorphosis of representative into 
significative language.
Further possibilities of representative 
language are developed in the following plays; most 
center around its ambiguity (Le Misanthrope is the 
most notable exception; it is probably the most 
perfect of Moliere's plays based on representative 
language.). In Melicerte, dramatic language and 
dramatic time are made to coincide. This coinci­
dence of language and time may be an attempt to 
solve the problem of ambiguity! if language's 
function as representation is continuously post­
poned, ambiguity is replaced by anticipation.
The most obvious drawback to this device is that 
any play in which it is utilized must necessarily 
remain unfinished, as Melicerte was.
In L 'Avare. the ambiguities of repre­
sentative language are avoided when Harpagon re­
places language with an unambiguous object. Mon- 
sieur de Pourceaugnac demonstrates the invalidity 
of 'ressemblance' as a substitute for 'represen­
tation'. Les Amants magnifiques suggests that, 
in spite of the weaknesses of representative lan­
guage, it is still superior to other forms of re­
presentation, particularly on the esthetic level.
Le Bourgeois gentllhomme resolves the ambiguity 
of representative language by re-originating lan­
guage and creating a system of verbal symbiosis 
in which the way to M . Jourdain's pocketbook is 
through his semantic structure. The invalidity of 
the symbiotic situation is its inability to conti­
nue in time, as La Comtesse d 'Escarbagnas shows.
Finally, in Les Fourberies de Scapin, 
the invalidity of representative language is dra­
matized, to be replaced by 'signification' in Les 
Femmes savantes and Le Malade imaginaire.
The structure of the evolution of lan­
guage from 'ressemblance' to 'signification' should 
now be apparent. Language is 'ressemblance* in the 
farce, in that it is one of many signs whose pur­
pose is to communicate. What will happen in later 
plays, as Foucault would say, is that "les choses 
et les mots vont se separer." Language is made 
distinct from the other dramatic elements; as such, 
it becomes a form of 'representation' rather than 
a clear and intelligible sign, At the moment at 
which its 'representativite' is recognized, its 
weakness, that of ambiguity, becomes apparent.
This ambiguity, originally used for comic effect,
takes on philosophical dimensions with Tartuffe.
And it is this developing ambiguity which leads to 
the gratuitousness of language and then to its in­
validity as 'representation'. The simple ambi­
guity of word and object becomes that of language 
and content in general. It is ambiguity that makes 
'representation' impossible and 'signification' 
inevitablei language must mean something other than 
what it is supposed to represent. By realizing and 
dramatizing this, Moliere has projected his the­
atre through time and assured its pertinence well 
beyond the neo-classical age.
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